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ABSTRACT
In an age of scale enlargement, specialization, economic growth
and technical development, Dutch industrial agriculture started to
become footloose from the countryside landscape. This industrial
agriculture – countryside landscape separation presents two
main challenges: a loss of coherence in the landscape, and an
unsustainable agriculture concept. Both challenges could be
solved with the introduction of new concepts for landscape and
agriculture; regenerative agriculture and biodynamics.
This research aims to reconnect landscape and agriculture
and enhance coherence in the landscape by researching the
application of regenerative agriculture practises. To examine the
potential connectivity, this research develops and applies design
guidelines in a regional landscape design. Here, this research
specifically focusses on the region of Midden-Brabant due to
its long agricultural history and the increasing pressure from
industrial agriculture. In essence, the guidelines are developed to
specific geomorphological units in the sandy soil landscape, but
can be applied to other landscapes as well. The newly developed
design proposes a new structure in landscape in which system
thinking, agrobiodiversity, animals and the historical cultural
landscape collide into a coherent and sustainable agricultural
landscape.
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“There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous
to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take
the lead in the introduction of a new order of things. For the
innovator has enemies in all those who profit by the old order,
and only lukewarm defenders in all those who would profit by
the new order, this lukewarmness arising partly from fear of their
adversaries... and partly from the incredulity of mankind, who
do not truly believe in aything new until they have had actual
experience of it”
Niccolò Machiavelli - Il Principe, 1532
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, Dutch inhabitants have experienced
significant changes in the landscape in terms of urbanization,
nature development, industrialization and consequences of
climate change. Generally, the Dutch landscape is used for
living, working, recreation and a large portion is reserved for
the production of agricultural products; two-thirds of the Dutch
landscape has an agricultural purpose (Brinckmann, 2021).
The products derived from the Dutch agricultural landscape are
available in the whole world as the Netherlands is the largest
exporter of agricultural products in Europe and the second largest
exporter in the world (Erisman & Slobbe, 2019). However, the
surface of the agricultural land used to produce these products is
considerably less than the surface usage of competing countries,
which shows that the Dutch agricultural landscape has a large
production.
The development of the Dutch cultural landscape and agriculture
has always been intertwined. When the Netherlands started
with permanent agriculture , they searched for best agricultural
circumstances in a landscape; not too moist, not too dry and
cultivatable soils. Once suitable land was found, settlements
were built near that land and near the water. Settlements followed
agriculture and civilization followed these settlements. With that,
the Dutch cultural landscapes started to develop. With the people
moving towards the agricultural settlements, the landscape
started to get inhabited, in which the yield of the lands around
a settlement or farm were dependent on the care of the people.
In essence, the security of having food was directly linked to the
sustainable use of the landscape and a coherent landscape.
The 20th century was accompanied with vast changes in terms
of agricultural technology. For instance, the invention of artificial
fertilizer made manure superfluous, and (steam)boats made import
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of cheaper products from north- and south America possible.
Furthermore, it became possible to shape the landscape to the
needs of agriculture. For example, heather had an agricultural
function providing sods to absorb feces from cattle in barns and
spreading those for fertilization. With artificial fertilizers, sods were
superfluous so the number of heather fields dropped (Leenders,
1997). Another example are cattle barriers; barbed wire made
hedges and hedgerows superfluous, so these started to
disappear (WNF, 2020). What is left, is a large scale agricultural
landscape, often monocultures as far as the eye can see (figure I).
When agriculture started to expand, old cultural landscapes,
natural landscapes and lakes were claimed to become farming
ground. In this land reclamation period, the land was ‘tidied
up’, meaning that cultural and natural landscape elements
were sacrificed for production, water systems were adapted
to production, and fertilizers and livestock feed were imported
in massive quantities to enhance production (Woud, 2020).
In sum, in the 20th century, agriculture became industrialized
and not land-bound to the landscape anymore. At this time,
Dutch agriculture was destined to be industrial, (van der Woud,
2020). Ir. D. J. Maltha, an appreciated agriculture engineer from

Figure I. Large plots of monoculture corn dominate the landscape today

Wageningen University, saw an intensive agricultural sector as
a national destiny because of the soils, climate, space and labor
in the countryside and its geographical position (van der Woud,
2020; 302).
1.1
LOSS OF LAND-BOUND AGRICULTURE
With the external input in the agricultural system, the location
of agricultural practices became irrelevant as agricultural
practices do not rely on natural or regional landscape anymore.
Furthermore, the link between food security and care for the
landscape disappeared throughout the 20th century due to
these external inputs. For example, artificial pesticides were used
against pests, the natural enemy of that pest was not needed.
Consequently, habitat for natural enemies of pests disappeared,
decreasing biodiversity. Another example, with fertilization by
animal feces, nutrients cycled through a region. With artificial
fertilizers, the input was not part of the cycle so the cycle
was broken resulting in over-fertilization and washing out of
nutrients beyond the agricultural field with a number of biological
consequences.
However, while production and efficiency increased, long-term
negative consequences we see today were not foreseen when
landscape and agriculture developed apart.
The landscape of industrialized, not land-bound agriculture
presents two significant issues. First, there is a loss of
coherence in the landscape. In order to be efficient, land had
to be cultivated at the expense of agricultural nature, landscape
elements, crop rotations and plotting (Hendriks & Stobbelaar,
2003). As a consequence, abiotic circumstances, like ground
water levels and nutrient availability were manipulated to improve
cultivation. With that, biotic circumstances like biodiversity and
crop rotations changed. These consequences meant that regional
differences in the cultural landscape disappeared. For example, it
became possible to cultivate potatoes in the stream valleys. This
was never possible because the stream valleys had always been

too wet. Consequently, it became harder to distinguish a stream
valley from a sandy ridge, as potatoes now could be grown in
both.
In sum, as landscapes started to be become homogeneous
(Huizenga, 2011), the coherence between abiotic, biotic, and
cultural aspects of the landscape decreased.
Second, the continuation of this practice of agriculture will
be unsustainable. In the 21st century, it became evident that
the industrialization of agriculture was a short-term solution to
enhance food production with long-term negative consequences
for its landscape (WNF, 2020) (Korthals, 2021). Biotic and
abiotic factors in the countryside starting to give signals that
the timespan has been stretched. Major biodiversity loss as
populations of species characteristic for the countryside dropped
by 50% on average since 1990 (P. CBS, RIVM, WUR 2021) is
one of those signals. In addition, we see that the current soil life is
deprived (WNF, 2020) and resilience to drought or floods is very
limited (Rotmans & Verheijden, 2021). Hence, the current state of
affairs is unsustainable for the (near) future.
To be able to maintain the security of both being able to provide
food and maintain a high quality landscape, another concept
is required that opposes to industrial agriculture. As severe
damage to the landscape has already happened over the last
decades, one needs a concept that can regenerate the damaged
biotic and abiotic conditions, namely regenerative agriculture.
This concept in agriculture is a result of a scientific search for
alternative sustainable practices and concepts in agriculture
(Rhodes, 2017). Regenerative agriculture is agriculture in
which vegetation- and land- productivity (=output in agricultural
products), and the quality of water is symbiotically enhanced by
improving the health of the soils or to restore highly degraded
soils (Rhodes, 2015). This embodies principles like avoidance
of artificial inputs and a balanced ecosystem, with practices like
minimum tillage, cover crops, green manure, and alternate crop
rotations. Nature offers the best example in being a sustainable,
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a self-sustaining system (Rhodes, 2015). With regenerative
agriculture as the new concept, the landscape system (abiotic,
biotic and cultural factors) becomes part of agriculture again to
create a human-inclusive-ecological system (Rhodes, 2015).
As regenerative agriculture is a self-sustaining system, it is
intrinsically land-bound. The applied agricultural practice is an
adaptation to retrieve a product from the natural circumstances.
The present landscape system is therefore reflected in the
agricultural practices. Hence, in a landscape design with
regenerative agriculture principles, coherence in the landscape
will improve. Agriculture reflects the landscape system, therefore
the landscape image coheres with the system and coherence is
improved. In this landscape, the coherence between what is there
and what it looks like, explains a landscape. It should be able to
tell its story rather than being an agricultural production facility.

Netherlands

N

Sandy soils
Noord-Brabant
Midden-Brabant

‘s-Hertogenbosch
Waalwijk

Helvoirt
Udenhout

Tilburg

Haaren

SintOedenrode

Oisterwijk

Oirschot

Figure II. The location of Midden-Brabant in Noord-Brabant in relation to the sany
soils in the Netherlands.
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1.2
MIDDEN-BRABANT
This research specifically focusses on Midden-Brabant, as this
landscape is at a critical stage. Especially on the sandy soils of
the Netherlands (figure II), the intensive agricultural sectors have
a considerable negative biotic and abiotic impact (WNF, 2020).
While this is mostly due to a very intensive livestock sector on
the sandy soil landscape, Midden-Brabant offers a special case
as they primarily focus on large scale tree and plant nurseries.
Cultivation processes are practiced to grow a tree or shrub as
efficiently as possible, which generally means that monocultures
(large and straight fields) and chemicals like artificial fertilizers
are used. The sandy soils within the Brabant region cannot cope
with that they are (chemically) not as resilient as other soils in the
Netherlands. For example, the available nitrogen is crucial in the
sandy soils because the sand has no chemical possibility to buffer
the nitrogen, so it is directly available for uptake (WNF, 2020).
The critical deposition values for ecosystems are between 10
and 15 kg nitrogen per hectare per year (WNF, 2020, 70). The
average deposition in the sandy parts of the Netherlands is now
around 25 kg nitrogen per hectare per year with peaks in MiddenBrabant up to 40 kg of nitrogen per hectare per year (WNF,
2020, 68). A short-term consequence of too much nitrogen
is that certain plants will not grow or are competed out of the
ecosystem. In addition, long term consequences are the ongoing
degradation in the biodiversity and the decreasing resilience of
this landscape. Additionally, the use of chemicals in agriculture,
further degrade biodiversity above the ground as underground (in
the soil).
The use of these cultivation methods originate from land
consolidation programs, initiated by the Dutch government
between the 1930s and the 1970s. These programs helped
shape the astonishing production of the Dutch agricultural sectors
and therefore the production of the Dutch landscape. Due to
these programs, new fields were consolidated from swamps

or heather, streams were canalized to improve the drainage of
those fields and new, large roads were added to the landscape.
Landscape architects Benthem and Maas helped shape the
landscape plans of these programs (van Blerck, 2022). They
developed a ‘park landscape’ as main structure in which the
agriculture and villages could grow. This structure consisted of
different types of vegetation, building on historical variation in
the landscape. In the course of time, the focus on agriculture in
these plans decreased as the importance and need for recreation,
nature development and housing increased (van Blerck, 2022).
The proposed park landscape of Brabant is recognizable in the
landscape today, yet it is damaged due to the even larger scale of
agriculture and its outdated design that cannot meet the needs of
today. However, there are various possibilities to continue on the

AHN 2 heightmap
20.0 - 23.0 m +NAP
17.0 - 20.0 m +NAP
14.0 - 17.0 m +NAP
11.0 - 14.0 m +NAP
8.0 - 11.0 m +NAP
5.0 - 8.0 m +NAP

Build-up area
Stream/canal

Figure IV. The height map of the plan area, the streamvalleys and sandy ridges are clearly
distinguishable

park landscape design to address the issues of today (van Blerck,
2022) as will be addressed later in this thesis.

Figure III. The project area of this thesis outlined in red on a satelite image of the
area.

In this research, I specifically focus on Midden-Brabant. MiddenBrabant is defined as the area of Brabant in the circle of
Udenhout, Helvoirt, Haaren and Oisterwijk (figure III). MiddenBrabant is partly in national landscape Groene Woud, and is
bordered by 2 national parks; Loonse en Drunese Duinen, a
national park containing large areas of drifting sands partly
caused by a previous system of agriculture (bedpack system)
and the Oisterwijkse bossen en vennen. This area contains the
stream valley of the Broekley and a smaller stream valley of the
Ruys Bossche Waterloop. Between and along the stream valleys
are the higher sandy ridges (Haaren-Helvoirt and Vught) and old
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field complexes (Belversche Akkers). Midden-Brabant originally
had a diverse landscape with wet valleys and dry ridges, as can
be noticed on a height map (figure IV). However, examining figure
III, one can barely distinguish Broekley valley in the east, while the
rest of the landscape looks similar. For above mentioned reasons,
this area could be a good case to reconnect agriculture and
landscape, to increase coherence in the landscape and update
structure has been modified to facilitate larger scale agriculture,
urban development and nature conservation (van Blerck, 2022).
This results in a cluttered landscape with decreasing regional
differences.

2.

THEORY

As discussed in the introduction, the countryside landscape used
to cohere with the agriculture but that has been scrutinized up
to a point that the landscape is manipulated to fit the industries’
needs. To explain the discrepancies and its consequences more
thoroughly, I develop a theoretical background for a coherent
landscape, to understand and enhance the coherence of the
countryside in Midden-Brabant. Firstly, I explain what a coherent
landscape is and why that is important. Secondly, I determine how
to establish how coherent the current landscape is.
2.1
COHERENCE IN LANDSCAPE
Landscape can be viewed upon as a construct, which is dominant
in western European culture (Hendriks & Stobbelaar, 2003). This
construct is a combination of multiple meanings of landscape and
therefore can be established by the combination of 4 meanings
of landscape; landscape as a physical reality, landscape as the
imagination of the physical reality, landscape as Gestalt, and
landscape as system . This analysis is developed by Karina
Hendriks and Derk Jan Stobbelaar, who wrote their dissertation
on the subject of landscape quality in the countryside in 2003
(Hendriks & Stobbelaar, 2003). Hendriks and Stobbelaar use a
combination of two meanings of the landscape (landscape as
Gestalt and landscape as system) to define landscape:
Landscape is an area or region, perceived by people in which
the characteristics of thist area or region are the result of an
interaction between natural factors and human actions. (Europe,
2000)
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In this definition, a person’s perception of a landscape is just
as critical as its physical components. In essence, personal
interpretation and orientation in an area make an area a
landscape. Next to these landscape architects, research in human
psychology acknowledges landscapes too, in which the values of
cultural landscape can be defined by how familiar people are with
their surroundings . The personal identity of a person is therefore
also intertwined with the ability to ‘read’ the landscape. However,
to be able to make sense of one’s surroundings, one needs to be
in a coherent landscape.
A coherent landscape is defined as the relationship between the
landscape system and the image of that landscape; the system of
the landscape is expressed in how the landscape looks like (e.g.
the landscape image) (figure V) (Hendriks & Stobbelaar, 2003).
Landscape system
Soil, water, topography
Landuse, occupants
Historical development

relation:
Landscape coherence
How the landscape system is
expressed in the landscape
image

Landscape image
Landscape elements (biotic,
cultural etc.)
Landscape patterns

Figure V. Landscape coherence is a relation between the landscape system and
the landscape image

The coherence of a landscape is often connected with the
diversity or variation (Hendriks & Stobbelaar, 2003). For instance,
Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) state that one has the need for clarity
and organization, but also for variation and surprise. Essentially,
variation or diversity have no meaning without coherence as
diversity in landscape is only an addition to landscape when it is
coherent with that landscape. Diversity in coherence is the key
(Hendriks & Stobbelaar, 2003).

Differentiation is important in agricultural landscapes as different
cultivation methods are required for different conditions and
regions. For example, every region had its own abiotic and biotic
factors, hereby shaping regional agricultural practices. Regional
differences in practices shaped a large variation in agricultural
landscapes (Meeus, van der Ploeg, & Wijermans, 1988) each with
its own character.
To summarize, I state that a landscape is coherent when the
landscape system is expressed by the image of that landscape.
Furthermore, I claim that diversity equally important in perceiving a
landscape as coherent, because abiotic and biotic circumstances
create a diversity in factors and therefore landscapes. The use of
large monocultures for example, is therefore one of the cultivation
methods which are hard to perceive as coherent with a small
scale landscape. The scale of the cultivation methods has to
match the scale of the landscape and therefore with the regional
differences.
2.2
ORIENTATION IN LANDSCAPE
Secondly, I determine whether a landscape is coherent, by
focusing on the orientation within a landscape. By being able to
orient oneself in a landscape, is one way how we can perceive
whether a landscape is coherent or not. Orientation is possible in
either of two ways; one can orient in space and one can orient in
time in a landscape (Hendriks & Stobbelaar, 2003).
First, orientation in space is often related to the concept of
legibility by Lynch (1960). This is the orientation in patterns and
elements that describe that landscape. For instance, landscape
with large ditches and surface water tend to be wet landscapes.
Stobbelaar and Hendriks establish two orientations in space.
Horizontal orientation; which is the orientation of Lynch, but they
establish a vertical orientation as well . Flora, fauna and landuse
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often tell something about the circumstances on a place in terms
of abiotic conditions. For example, it would be unlikely to find
valuable horticulture on fields prone to flooding.
Second, orientation in time is often related to a historical aspect
and can be split into two ways of orientation as well. Elements
and patterns in the landscape share the story of its genesis and
historical development. The landscape can function as a clock
in which one can relate places or elements to a specific time
in history. For instance, old roads often tell a story about the
reclamation of the landscape it is in.
Stobbelaar and Hendriks additionally introduce rhythms and
cycles to the orientation in time. An important cycle or rhythm in
the landscape is that of nature, expressed by seasons. Seasons
should be clearly recognizable and are important in appreciation
of landscape. For example, fields or trees full of flowers can be
seen as are signs of spring.
Together, those four aspects of orientation (vertical, horizontal,
historical and seasonal) make it so one can orient him or herself
in a landscape (figure VI). In a coherent landscape therefore,
one can orient oneself. This orientation is split into four individual
aspects of orientation. These four aspects of orientation are used
as four separate coherences (figure VIII).
Vertical coherence is the expression of local abiotic conditions
like soil type, height, geomorphology and water in relief, water
elements, vegetation and land use. This is the connection
between the natural variation in the landscape and what men have
done with that. In determining the vertical coherence, maps on
geomorphology, water- and soil data are used.
Horizontal coherence is the expression of functional, ecological
and hydrological relations in the landscape. These are expressed
in elements and patterns, subdivided in planes (e.g., fields, forests
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and villages), lines (e.g., roads, ditches, treelines) and points
(e.g., solitary trees, farms, relicts from the past). In determining
this coherence, maps are used as well as descriptions of the
landscape and field observations. This coherence, together with
the next, are most prominent for landscape architecture as these
are the coherences a landscape architect has the most influence
on.

Figure VI. Four aspects of orientation in a landscape to be able to distinguish one landscape
from another. Vertical and horizontal orientation to orient in space, and seasonal and historical
orientation to orient in time.

Seasonal coherence is the expression of seasonal differences
in the landscape. In the countryside, this is mostly influenced by
agricultural practices; the seeding, development and harvesting
of crops. Other influences are the visibility of water, trees with or
without canopy and the edges of fields.
Historical coherence is the expression of the genesis of the
landscape, in the landscape of today. The presence and quality
of historical elements or patterns is crucial if they still have their
original function or an adapted function.
A sequence of these appearances during a year is the cyclic

timescale called the annual course of the landscape. This is the
sequence of the four seasons and therefore the development of
the seasonal coherence (figure VII).
A sequence of those annual courses form the landscape
genesis. This genesis is expressed in the historical and horizontal
coherence in the landscape. In addition, the expression of the
patterns, roads and treelines in the landscape tell the historical
development . Furthermore, on an ever longer time scale, soil
processes and changes in a water system, even the vertical
Landscape quality
coherence is telling about the development of the landscape.

Orientation in space
Orientation in time

Vertical coherence

Momentary

Horizontal coherence

Seasonal coherence

Historical coherence

Inventarisation:
Abiotic characteristics:
Soil
Geomorfology
Hydrology
Ecology
Landuse

Inventarisation:
Iconic elements
Paterns in the landscape
Planes (fields, forests, villages)
Lines (banks, roads)
Points (yards, trees)

Inventarisation:
Cycles of landuse related to soil and
water characteristics through a year
Changes in spatial build-up
Rhytm of the landscape

Inventarisation:
Genesis of the landscape
Historical elements in the landscape
Growth

Analysis:
Expression of the abiotic
characteristics in landuse

Analysis:
Expression of functional, ecological
and hydrological relations in landscape

Analysis:
Expression of the seasons in the
landscape

Analysis:
Expression of the age, function and
development of the landscape

Cyclic

Annual course
Sequence of momentary coherences throughout a year

Continuous

Landscape genesis
The course of processes in the past, present and future

Figure VII. The summary of the method of establishing coherence in landscape for this thesis.
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2.3
RATING COHERENCE
Whether the coherences are strong, average or weak, is
determined by comparing the coherence in the landscape today
to a reference of when that coherence was strong.
As established, agriculture and landscape have been developing
side by side throughout history. This has led to a coherent
landscape in which arable agriculture was performed in the most
suitable and profitable places, livestock had a function in the
arable agriculture, fields which were too wet, were only used
extensively i.e. the conditions in the landscape were expressed
by the agricultural practices and the surrounding landscape.
This system was the dominant system until early 20th century
agriculture. Therefore, the coherence compared to, should be

the coherence in landscape of the early 20th century. Earlier than
the 20th century is possible too, as this system has been the
dominant agricultural system for centuries, but the availability of
sources and maps, are most convenient as late as possible.
Whether each coherence is strong, average or weak, is
determined by a rubric, based on the definitions in this chapter.
The deciding factor is the extent to which the system is expressed
in the landscape image. Therefore, the formulated criteria are
developed to interpret that relationship through the expression it
has .

Coherence

Rating

Strong

Average

Weak

Vertical
coherence

Horizontal
coherence

Abiotic conditions (soil, water,
geomorphology) are well expressed
in landscape (by relief, water
elements, vegetation landuse)

Functional, ecological and hydrological relations are well expressed in
landscape by elements and patterns
(planes, lines and points)

The influences of the seasons are
well expressed in landscape by
vegetation and elements

The genesis and development are
well expressed in landscape by the
presence, quality and function of
historical elements and patterns

Abiotic conditions (soil, water,
geomorphology) are distinguishable in landscape (by relief, water
elements, vegetation landuse)

Functional, ecological and hydrological relations are distinguishable in
landscape by elements and patterns
(planes, lines and points)

The influences of the seasons are
distinguishable in landscape by
vegetation and elements

The genesis and development are
distinghuishable in landscape by the
presence, quality and function of
historical elements and patterns

Abiotic conditions (soil, water,
geomorphology) are not distinguishable in landscape (by relief,
water elements, vegetation landuse)

Functional, ecological and hydrological relations are not distinguishable
in landscape by elements and
patterns (planes, lines and points)

The influences of the seasons are not
distinguishable in landscape by
vegetation and elements

The genesis and development are
not distinghuishable in landscape by
the presence, quality and function of
historical elements and patterns

Figure VIII. The rubric of rating coherence in landscape
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Seasonal
coherence

Historical
coherence

2.4
BIODYNAMICS & REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE
In this chapter, regenerative agriculture and biodynamics are
introduced as alternative concepts for the agricultural system.
Both share a completely different starting point than conventional
industrial agriculture among other characteristics.
Regenerative agriculture is a widely used but ambiguous
concept. One, universally agreed-upon scientific definition is
proven hard to describe (Schreefel et al., 2020). In the review
of Schreefel et al., definitions of regenerative agriculture were
formulated by core themes; improve soil health, optimize
resource management, alleviate climate change, improve nutrient
cycling, and improve water quality and availability. These themes
contribute to food security by provisioning, regulating and
supporting ecosystem services.
Considering these themes, one can consider regenerative
agriculture as a concept that embodies multiple agricultural
practices. In this thesis, the following definition is used:
regenerative agriculture is focused on improving the conditions
below ground (soil, water, biological activity) to benefit the
production and resilience above ground (biodiversity, ecological
and economical resilience, production of food) (White, 2020).
Here, everything above ground is considered designable and
will be the focus of the use of the regenerative agriculture
concept. The way in which the conditions below ground affect
the conditions above ground however, touches upon the vertical
and horizontal coherence in the landscape coherence theory (see
chapter 2.1) and is still on subject.
The concept of regenerative agriculture was brought to greater
public by the Rodale Institute in the early 1980s. The Rodale
institute was and is a frontrunner in organic farming. The concept
of regenerative agriculture was introduced as agriculture that

can enhance levels of productivity whilst increasing land and soil
biological production. This has a high level of built-in economic
and biological stability because is contributes to the environment
of the farm and fields . In 1983, the agronomist who was the
director of the Rodale institute, summarized the ‘Regenerative
Agriculture Philosophy’ in 10 points (figure VIV) (Giller, Hijbeek,
Andersson, & Sumberg, 2021).
Agriculture should produce highly nutritional food, free from
biocides, at high yields.
2. Agriculture should increase rather than decrease soil productivity, by increasing the depth, fertility and physical characteristics of the upper soil layers.
3. Nutrient-flow systems which fully integrate soil flora and fauna
into the pattern of are more efficient and less destructive of the
environment, and ensure better crop nutrition. Such systems
accomplish a new upward low of nutrients in the soil profile,
reducing or eliminating adverse environmental impact. Such a
process is, by definition, a soil genesis process.
4. Crop production should be based on biological interactions
for stability, liminating the need for synthetic biocides.
5. Substances which disrupt biological structuring of the
farming system (such as present-day synthetic fertilizers)
should not be used.
6. Regenerative agriculture requires, in its biological structuring, an
intimate relationship between manager/participants of the
system and the system itself.
7. Integrated systems which are largely self-reliant in nitrogen
through biological nitrogen fixation should be utilized.
8. Animals in agriculture should be fed and housed in such a
manner as to preclude the use of hormones and the prophylactic use of antibiotics which are then present in human
food.
9. Agricultural production should generate increased levels of
employment.
10. A Regenerative Agriculture requires national-level planning but
a high degree of local and regional self-reliance to close
nutrient-flow loops.
1.

Figure VIV. Regenerative Agriculture Philosophy’ in 10 points (Giller, Hijbeek,
Andersson, & Sumberg, 2021; edited by author).
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The core of these 10 points lies in the similarity between an
ecosystem and the agricultural system (White, 2020). Like other
ecosystems, the agriculture system needs to be able to maintain
itself and therefore regenerate itself to have a future. A system
based on external inputs is always finite, where a regenerative
systems is an indefinite cycle. An example is a forest ecosystem;
the forest has no waste, the leaves and branches from one year
shape the topsoil for the following years (figure X). Throughout the
‘production’ of these leaves, the system has additionally improved
the environmental conditions. These improved conditions refer
to ecosystem services, for example habitat creation, water
purification or the enhancing of nitrogen- and carbon fixing
processes in the soil. With such a system, the scale and size
are important. For small plots like a garden, the criterion selfsustainment can be met more easily than a region. However, by
linking smaller systems like gardens, fields or farms, a humaninclusive-ecological system can be generated.
SUN

CO2

O2

Plants

Carbohydrates

Biomass
(leaves, branches etc.)

Fungus
Organic Carbon’s
Minerals etc.

Figure X. The cycle of nutrients in a forest (simplified). This is an intrinsically
regenerative cycle
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BIODYNAMICS
Biodynamics is an anthroposophical, holistic view on agriculture,
food and gardening (Turinek, 2009). Austrian philosopher Rudolf
Steiner (1861-1925) is often considered the founding father
of biodynamics (Paull, 2011). He gave a series of lectures,
challenging the practices of the agriculture of that time. This
was a response to the increasing use of chemicals and artificial
fertilizer use in agriculture. Steiner summarized his lectures later
the following:
“My subject was the nature of the products supplied by
agriculture and the conditions under which these products grow.
The aim of these lectures was to arrive at such practical ideas
concerning agriculture as should combine with what has already
been gained through practical insight and modern scientific
experiment with the spiritually scientific considerations of the
subject” (Steiner, 1924).
However, as argued by John Bach, Maria Thun originally started
the work, research and methodology which is now considered
part of the practices of biodynamics (Bach, 1977). Thun’s
contribution to biodynamics mostly consists of calendars
regarding the relation between planting and the moon cycle which
has alternations from Steiner’s calendars.
Researchers were inspired by Steiner and Thun and developed
work on biodynamics based on Steiners’ philosophy (Bartsch,
1929; Ritter, 1926; von Pilasch, 1928). For instance, Ehrenfried
Pfeiffer was considered the first to publish a ‘handbook’ on
the methods of biodynamic agriculture: Bio-Dynamic Farming
and Gardening (Pfeiffer, 1940). Today, over 80 years later,
biodynamics continues to develop by farmers and scientists.
Demeter is the most renowned organization, establishing a

standard for biodynamics to assure customers the products are
truly biodynamic (Beluhova-Uzunova, 2017).

and developing them according to the needs of the society’
(Turinek et al., 2009) i.e. a coherent landscape.

Biodynamics considers a farm as a living organism with
interdependent elements like the fields, forests, plants, animals,
and soils. The soils of a farm are the core of a biodynamic farm.
The living soils are aspired where farms fertilize with compost,
integrating animals, cover cropping and crop rotation. Here,
the cycle of nutrients is key, whereas no imported fertilizer is
needed. Diseases and pests on a biodynamic farm are considered
‘nature’s way of correcting the imbalance in the farm organisms,
and therefore biological controls can be used while the farmer
needs to control and finds the balance in the farm to prevent
pests.

Based on the literature mentioned, regenerative agriculture and
biodynamics have a clear base in landscape; the used practices
are founded in the natural and cultural landscape. Both concepts
are holistic concepts with a scientific merit to develop a coherent
landscape. The application of the concepts is different between
both concepts which provides the tools for a landscape designer
to reconnect landscape and agriculture.

When one perceives a biodynamic farm as an organism, one
needs to focus on farm management and autonomous existence.
However, it is also viewed in the position of that farm within its
surroundings and the balance between the ‘organs’ of the farm
like the elements of nature or culture around it (e.g., forests,
water). This importance of genius loci of agriculture is therefore
of high importance. Every place and every region has specific
qualities which can be used in agriculture. Abiotic and biotic
conditions dictated cultivation methods and crops all throughout
history. The result is a coherent landscape as argued in previously.
Vereijken, van Gelder & Baars performed a research that
resembles a lot of ‘research by design’ for the development
of a farm and the landscape around for the biodynamical
Noorderhoeve farm in the Netherlands (Vereijken, Van Gelder,
& Baars, 1997). A bottom-up, present situation improvement
approach was used ‘to develop nature- compliant agricultural
systems, starting with the acceptance of the natural conditions

2.3
LINKING THEORIES
Landscape coherence theory and both of the introduced
agricultural concepts have a relation which is needed to increase
coherence between landscape and agriculture in this thesis. This
relation can be brought down to three consecutive principles:
system thinking, agrobiodiversity, and the position of animals in
agriculture and landscape. These principles will be explained
further in chapter 5. For now, the following descriptions are
sufficient.
Firstly, the base of the regenerative agriculture and biodynamic
is the proposed similarity between agriculture and an ecosystem.
To consider an agricultural system as an ecosystem, is the first
principle used; system thinking. System thinking is best expressed
in both vertical as in horizontal coherence. A regenerative
agriculture system is coherent to the abiotic and biotic
circumstances of the landscape it is in and the patterns in the
landscape are coherent as well.
Secondly , both concepts share the importance of biodiversity in
the agricultural system to eliminate the use of chemicals and to
increase the resilience in a natural way. Therefore, agrobiodiversity
is the second principle. The spatial effect of creating habitat, can
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increase coherence if appropriately applied. This can increase
vertical, horizontal and seasonal coherence.
As the parallels between agriculture and an ecosystem are
researched , and biodiversity has a prominent place, the
importance of animals should not be neglected. In industrial
agriculture, farm animals are barely a part of a farm anymore and
wild animals usually are considered a nuisance. However, the
work of animals is important in an ecosystem and therefore in a
regenerative agriculture system as well. Therefore, a coherent
landscape should have a place for both farm animals as well as
wild animals in the landscape, cohering their use to the landscape
the animals are in.

3.

RESEARCH

In this chapter, what has been researched is made clear. This
starts in formulating a problem and a knowledge gap. Then the
relevance for both the scientific and landscape architectural point
of view is made clear. Furthermore, the thesis statement and its
objective are formulated, followed by the research questions
and the design question. Finally, the method of the conducted
research is made clear to be able to answer the question posed in
this research.
3.1
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem addressed in the research and the design is the loss
of coherence in the landscape between the agricultural system
and the (natural and cultural) landscape. As mentioned in 1.2,
Midden-Brabant is a diligently designed landscape, created
to structure all activities that take place in the landscape. This
involves agriculture, urban development and mobility, but also
nature conservation, recreation and the cultural history of this
landscape. Under changing (political) agenda’s, this structure
has been modified to facilitate larger scale agriculture, urban
development and nature conservation (van Blerck, 2022).
This results in a cluttered landscape with decreasing regional
differences.
As stated in the introduction, the base of agriculture was the
landscape. The connection between landscape and agriculture
is lost as a long-term consequence in the scale enlargement
and unsustainable production optimalization of conventional
agriculture practices leading to a loss of coherence in landscape,
poor soil life and biodiversity loss. The problem for this thesis
is to provide and test an alternative for the industrial agricultural
practices for farmers, governments and designers.
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3.2
KNOWLEDGE GAP
Dutch agriculture is a thoroughly researched subject by multiple
scientifical fields such asagricultural systems (Bremmer,
Oude Lansink, Olson, Baltussen, & Huirne, 2002), innovation
(Diederen, van Meijl, & Wolters, 2002), ecology (Best, Verhoeven,
& Wolff, 1993) and economics (Zhengfei & Oude Lansink,
2006).Specifically, landscape coherence is a well-defined and
researched concept as well. Yet,studies are mostly theoretical
or and evaluate the current landscape (Hendriks & Stobbelaar,
2003; Han, 2021; Roth, 2018). Ergo, the research that combines
landscape coherence with landscape design remains limited.
Regenerative agriculture has been subject of research for
decades (Rhodes, 2012; Sherwood & Uphoff, 2000), and
there are even case studies that touch upon landscape design
(Vereijken et al., 1997; Beismann, 1997). However, on a regional
scale, there are no cases yet.
Landscape designers have been active in the countryside and
Dutch landscape architecture has a history in regional design and
ateliers (van Blerck, 2022). In this tradition of Dutch landscape
architecture, structures and park landscape were designed to
structure activities, but these structures are cluttered and in need
for an update .
3.3
RELEVANCE
The scientific relevance of this research is to provide an alternative
concept to contribute to a more coherent agricultural landscape.
This is done by introducing regenerative agriculture as a new
concept and bringing that to practice in a regional landscape
design. This contributes to our knowledge of the landscape
coherence theory by Hendriks & Stobbelaar .
The landscape architectural relevance of this research is the use
of regenerative agriculture in design principles and a coherent

regional landscape design. These principles will be developed for
Midden-Brabant but can be extended to other regions that have
similar landscape types like the Dutch sandy soil landscapes.
Ultimately, this will contribute to the coherence in the landscape
which is relevant for society as it involves valuable cultural
landscape, biodiversity, food production and food security.
Preserving history and a diversity in life forms in a landscape
while developing the landscape to fulfil the needs in food and
food security presents a tension field where a landscape architect
could play an important role. These developments takes place in
the countryside, which is over two thirds of the Dutch landscape
and, besides food production, is used for living, recreation and
nature development . Additionally, the designed park landscape
is valuable part of the history of landscape architecture in the
Netherlands, in need for an update for the 21st century.
3.4
THESIS STATEMENT & OBJECTIVE
The cultivation methods of industrial agriculture inflicted a couple
problems in the countryside like a loss of coherence in landscape,
major biodiversity loss, poor soil life and limited resilience to
drought or floods. The common denominator of these problems,
is the lost relation and dependence between agriculture and
landscape. Regenerative agriculture will be researched as an
alternative to industrial agriculture to help restore that relationship.
More specifically, this thesis aims to reconnect landscape
and agriculture and enhance the coherence in landscape by
researching the application of regenerative agriculture practices in
the landscape of Midden-Brabant.
In doing so, I examine how to enhance the coherence of the
landscape by applying regenerative agriculture principles in a
regional design. This is reflected in three parts i.e. two research
questions and a design question.
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3.5

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

This research is built up by 2 specific research questions which
serve as input to the design question. The design question is the
main input for answering the main research question.
MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION:
What landscape design interventions are needed to reconnect
agriculture and landscape in the Dutch sandy soil landscape?
SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
SRQ I. What are the consequences of footloose agriculture
development for landscape coherence in Midden-Brabant?
SRQ II. What principles can be generated from regenerative
agricultureto restore the relationship between agriculture and
landscape?
DESIGN QUESTION:
How can a landscape design reconnect agriculture and
landscape and enhance landscape coherence in Midden-Brabant
using regenerative agriculture practices?

3.6
METHODS & MATERIALS
SRQ I is answered by an extensive landscape analysis. First,
the landscape is introduced by a short landscape biography
to figure out how the landscape functions and to distinguish
different landscape types with their characteristics. A rubric and
a reference period is formulated to be able to judge whether the
coherence is weaker, stronger or remained constant in relation to
its reference period. This reference period is established in the
previous chapter; the coherence in the landscape before artificial
fertilizer i.e. 1900s.
Consecutively, the relationship between agriculture and landscape
will be researched by an analysis of literature on topography,
geomorphology, soil and water data and literature. This is done
on both the natural and cultural development of landscape and
the development of agricultural practices . I examine this through
the lens of the landscape coherence. The literature will be linked
to historical maps and map analysis will be performed in order to
understand the development that the landscape has been through
as well as field observations. Concluding that analysis, the
consequences for landscape coherence are described.
The result of the first research question will be displayed in a table
and a map explaining that specific coherence can be considered
to be a limiting factor. These results will direct the search of
principles in SRQ II. The specific areas of attention raised in SRQ
I can direct the search for principles to solve the problems in that
area of attention.
SRQ II is answered by a literature study combined with the
landscape analysis from SRQ I. The results of SRQ I direct the
direction of principles researched as mentioned. The results
of this question will be three principles, and corresponding
guidelines categorized by the landscape types distinguished in
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SRQ I. The guidelines are complemented by landscape- and site
specific guidelines to help blend the new concepts in the existing
cultural landscape. These guidelines can be used as a prognosis
and starting point for design.
The results of SRQ I & II combined are the preparation for
the design question, the answer on the MRQ is given by the
designing in this thesis (figure X). The design question is
answered as a test of principles and knowledge generated. The
designing will be a test of guidelines and explores the different
combination of guidelines. A strong concept for the design is
needed, which will be developed after the analysis. The testing of
the principles follows, informed by SRQ II and the results of the
landscape analysis within the concept developed . The answers
on SRQ II will be revisited when needed via a feedback loop. In
this testing, additional input for the research questions may be
discovered. The regional design is an example of the application
of the principles developed in SRQ II. An evaluation of that will
answer the main research question.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
The connection between landscape and agriculture is lost; Footloose

MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION
What landscape design interventions are needed to reconnect agriculture to the landscape in the Dutch sandy soil landscape?

Research for design

Research for design

SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTION I
What are the consequences of footloose agriculture
development for landscape coherence in Midden-Brabant?

SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTION II
What principles can be generated from regenerative
agriculture to restore the relationship between agriculture
and landscape?

Landscape analysis
Literature study
Field observations

Literature study

Consequences when agriculture and
landscape became footloose

Selection of principles based on analysis of regenerative
agriculture, permaculture and bio-dynamics

Design

DESIGN QUESTION
How can a landscape design reconnect agriculture and landscape and enhance
landscape coherence in Midden-Brabant using regenerative agriculture practices?

Landscape analysis
Concept development
Revisit
Principles on restoring the
relationship between agriculture and landscape

Testing principles on regional scale

Iterative
Design process

Regional design

Figure X. The schematic representation of the order and use of the different parts in this research
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4.

DEVELOPMENT OF LANDSCAPE IN

MIDDEN-BRABANT
To answer the first research question (SRQ I. What are the
consequences of footloose agriculture development for
landscape coherence in Midden-Brabant?) an extensive
landscape analysis is called for. Because the concept of
landscape is used, this analysis focusses on the four coherences
determining landscape coherence. This chapter starts with a
short description of the development of the landscape in MiddenBrabant to give a general context which is needed to categorize
the landscape in the different workable types because this is
a diverse landscape. After that, the four coherences will be
analysed as well as the course of a year. The complete analysis
gives the genesis of the landscape; the continuous timescale and
the answers to the research question.
4.1
GEOMORPHOLOGY
The soils in the province of Brabant originate in a layer of cover
sand. Geomorphologically, this landscape contains variations on
elevated, sandy ridges and plateaus, blown up by wind and lower
and wet stream valleys shaped in the sand by rain-fed streams.
These streams generally flow from the south to the north (figure
XI).
Midden-Brabant’s soils started to develop from the Pleistocene
period and are still in development today. In the final glacial
period, Midden-Brabant was covered with fine and coarse sand
(cover sand) and scattered clay banks. The sand was left in plains
and ridge under influence of wind and vegetation ‘holding’ the
sand. The plains were slowly washed out by rain- and meltwater,
leaving bare sandy soils slowly sloping down into valleys. Most
ridges are subtle and elevated at most a couple of meters over
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Figure XI. The Geomorphology of the Midden-Brabant landscape

hundreds of meters of width. Some ridges are considered land
dunes, where elevation is tens of meters high and can be very
steep. These land dunes keep shifting and moving which results
in a steep, bare landscape.
The sand was covered by forests originally where the type of
forest reflected to soil and water conditions (Jongmans et. Al,
2013). When the stream valleys were close enough to the ground
water, wetlands or swampy areas developed (Leenders, 1997).
There are therefore four geomorphic units distinguishable;
the land dunes, the cover sand ridges and plateaus, the partly
washed-out plains of cover sand and the stream valleys (figure
XI).
4.2
THE BEGINNING OF (AGRI)CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
Up until the middle ages (around 1000 AC) the agriculture system
in Midden-Brabant, like the other higher parts of the Netherlands
with sandy soils, was the same. Farmers cleared a field in the
forests on the plains between the ridges and valleys, used it to
grow crops and after a couple of harvests, the nutrients in the soil
were used and depleted. After that the field was abandoned for a
new field which was cleared from the forest. On the abandoned
field, livestock, especially sheep, could graze. With the grazing,
the development of a new piece of forest was stopped and
heather appeared on the old fields as cattle does not eat heather.
Heather thrives on poor, dry soils left behind by the cattle (figure
XII).
Heather therefore was merely a ‘by-product’ or consequence of
this agricultural system. Later, a direct agricultural use for heather
was found and starting last century, heater was valued for its
recreational and natural value.
In the middle ages, the population on the high, sandy parts of
the Netherlands grew. New pieces of forest were decreasingly

Figure XII. An illustrated image of how the natural landscape looked like/
functioned

Figure XIII. An illustrated image of how landscape in the middle ages looked like,
the forest was put into cultivation and heather formed on the driest ridges
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available on the dry sandy ridges so farmers had to switch
to permanent fields instead of abandoning them. These first
permanent field were named ‘essen’. To be able to permanently
get sufficient crops of the field, the field required a form of
fertilization. Farmers used the manure from the cattle to fertilize
the soils to be able to keep a fertile field. The cattle would graze in
the wet grass fields in the valleys between the ridges or on the left
behind heather during the day. In the night the cattle was brought
to a barn where the farmers collected the manure with grass- and
heather sods; the ‘potstalcultuur’ (bedpack system) (figure XIV).
The sods with manure were spread on the field and over the
course of decades, the sods added to almost a meter on some
places. This microrelief was characteristic for landscape; the
landscape reflected the practices of agriculture (Leenders, 1997).
The ‘essen’ developed to be large, semi-closed landscapes with
communal and individual agricultural uses (Haartsen, 2010). An
individual ‘es’ is called a ‘kamp’, therefore this cultural landscape
is called the ‘kampontginningen met essen’. Around the ‘essen’,

hedgerows and wooded banks were created and planted to
border these landscapes which accentuate the edges to the
surrounding landscape. Around settlements and farms, small
coppice forests or convenience forests were planted to supply in
wood. End of plots, and points of interest were marked with a tree
occasionally. Most of these landscape elements (that are valued
today for ecological and aesthetical reasons), come from this
period and development in the landscape.
The project area is classified completely as ‘kampontginningen
met essen’ landscape (Jongmans, Van den Berg, Sonneveld,
Peek, & Van den Berg van Saparoea, 2013). Other cultural
landscape types on the Dutch sandy soils, like the heather
reclamation landscapes exist in the perimeter of the project area
(figure XV).

‘Essen’

‘Kamp’ reclamations
with local ‘essen’
Heather reclamations
and forests
(from 1850 onwards)
Build-up area

Figure XIV. An old image of a ‘potstal’, the cattle would fill it with a bedpack of
manure and sods
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Figure XV. The image of the landscape until the 1900s

4.3
A COHERENT LANDSCAPE
Most farmers or communities of farmers on the high sandy
parts of the Netherlands were self-sufficient for themselves
and the region. There was not a lot of prosperity or luxury, but
no shortages of food either (Leenders, 1997). Agriculture was
done mostly on mixed farms. This meant that a farmer had both
livestock and arable agriculture, producing an almost complete
diet (Lantschap, 2009). This system did hardly change until the
1900s. (figure XVI & XVII). Analyzing this development of the
landscape in this period, one notices it is mostly based on the
geomorphology (Lantschap, 2009).
The driest pieces of land (the land dunes) were used extensively,
either as forest or heather. The sandy ridges and plateaus as
well as the plains of cover sand, were ideal conditions for arable

agriculture. The essen and kampen (the old field complexes) are
therefore situated here. These had an open character and, based
on moisture availability, used for different types of agriculture, fens
and forests.
The stream valleys were too wet to do any arable agriculture.
The valleys therefore were used as pastures or haylands, and
to perform forestry on rabatten. The character of the stream
valleys were closed, plots were small and mostly surrounded by
wooded lanes and upright planting. The borders between the
coversand ridges and the stream valleys were most suitable for
living, so most villages are situated in those areas (Haren, Helvoirt,
Udenhout in figure XVII).

Figure XVI. A schematic view of how the landscape worked until the 1900’s

Figure XVII. Historical map from approximately 1900
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I consider this landscape to be coherent; the landscape system
is reflected in the agricultural use of the landscape and therefore
is reflected in landscape image (figure XVIII). Each of the four
geomorphological landscape types, had a specific use in the
agricultural system, creating regional differences. These regional
differences help to orient in the landscape, therefore creating a
coherent landscape.
This coherence, is what is found in regenerative agriculture and
biodynamics as well. Agricultural practices are based on the
conditions of that landscape. This bedpack system has a clear
cycle of nutrients with limited external input, as do regenerative
agriculture and biodynamics. The landscape of the bedpack
system therefore is an ideal reference for coherence in landscape.
As stated in the introduction, the agricultural system changed
over the course of the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries, which
had an effect on the coherence in the landscape. By comparing
the coherence in the landscape of today, to that of the bedpack
system, where it has changed.

Figure XVIII. Historical photo of draglines rebuilding the agricultural landscape
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4.4
INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE
The introduction of artificial fertilizer brought enormous potential
to agriculture in the world. In Midden-Brabant, this predominantly
meant that the land dunes and highest sandy ridges and plateaus,
which are scarce of nutrients, became available for agriculture.
The lands which once had become heather, became available
for permanent agriculture. Whether or not the soils had nutrients,
was no longer a limiting factor for agriculture. With the increasing
availability of fields to farm and increasing yields, prices dropped.
The economic depression of the 30s lowered prices even more
and the smaller farms which were hesitant to adapt these new
products, started to struggle. The crisis showed how vulnerable
the mixed farms were to prices and the only way to save the farms
at that time were subsidies on the products produced.
WWII (1940-1945) changed the global food market all together
in a short time. The low prices and surplus of food quickly turned
into a scarcity and high prices. The war destroyed lots of farms
and farm fields, harvests were minimal and labor was very scarce.
The first years after WWII were in service of reorganizing and
rebuilding the country, farms were rebuild and land was put
back into production. The ‘hunger winter’ of 1944-1945 was not
forgotten; this winter, food was hard to get by in the Netherlands
which was under occupation of Germany. Many people died of
hunger, so the famous first credo as minister of agriculture Sicco
Mansholt was: “Nooit meer oorlog, nooit meer honger” (war
never again, hunger never again) (Westerman, 1999). Mansholt
initiated the scale enlargement of agriculture in the Netherlands
to increase yields. He later did the same in the rest of Europe as
European commissioner. Later Mansholt tried to revise his policies
when he noticed ‘what monster he created’, but it could not be
stopped anymore.
Around the 50s, production was back on the level before WWII.

Industrial and service sectors however were flourishing in the
Netherlands and the wages raised considerably faster in these
new sectors than in agriculture. The labor intensive, small scale,
mixed farms were struggling and the Dutch government seized the
protection and stimulation for those farms eventually. The solution
to the labor scarcity was specialization, mechanization and
scale enlargement; the first land consolidation projects started.
These measures stimulated farmers to enlarge and specialize
their operation to become financially viable again. This brought
the large scale tree and plant nurseries to Midden-Brabant, as
well as the growth of livestock farms. These specializations were
introduced to be able to produce like the rest of Netherlands
could. The soils in Brabant did not have the possibility to produce
that kind of nutrients, so the nutrients were imported cheaply from
North and South America (Westerman, 1999). This introduced a
practice of agriculture which is not land-bound anymore. Another
increasing problem of the growth livestock farms are the waste
streams. The nutrients were imported but the output was not
completely exported. All the manure was put on the land, resulting

in too large and concentrated quantities for the sandy
soils.
The government took a leading role in the modernization
of agriculture, by giving the land consolidation committees
the power and money to become very successful
in creating large, high productive landscapes. The
assignments for these parties were to modernize the
agriculture within the existing structure of the landscape
(Sijmons, 2021). However, the dynamics and innovations
of agriculture changed quicker than the land consolidation
projects. Diligent landscapes were designed but by the
time these were eligible for construction, the needs of the
agricultural sector were changed. Consequently, some
regions were subject of land consolidation up to three
times in a couple of decades time (Sijmons, 2021). To
maintain the scale and character of the landscape was
becoming increasingly difficult. Differences between
regions faded and the landscape all started to look alike
(figure XIX).

Figure XIX. A map of the landscape near Raam. Left is a map around 1900, right 2021. Noticable is the dissapearance of forests, the increase of size of the plots and the unability to
differentiate the stream valley in the 2021 map compared to the 1900 map. One can notice too that the main structure of roads stayed the same.
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4.5
LAND DUNES
In Midden-Brabant, two large land dune complexes can be
distinguished; the Loonse and Drunense Duinen and the
Oisterwijkse Bossen en Vennen and Kampina. Although
these land dunes have part of their existence in agricultural
practices, the ecology and recreational value of these areas
have become more important than their agricultural use. In
1921, Natuurmonumenten (a large Dutch nature conservation
association) bought the Loonse and Drunense Duinen and
has been preserving, restoring and expanding it ever since
(figure XX). Since 2002, it is the sixteenth national park of the
Netherlands and now one of the 21 national parks in the country
(Natuurmonumenten, 2021b). The Loonse and Drunense duinen

Figure XX. A map of the Loonse and Drunense duinen. Since 1850 (left map) little has changed as
compared to today (right map).

Figure XXI. A map of the Oisterwijkse Bossen en Vennen & Kampina. Since 1850 (left map) little has
changed as compared to today (right map).
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is the most visited natural area in Brabant with 1,2 million unique
visitors each year (Brabant, 2021).
The Oisterwijkse Bossen en Vennen & Kampina have a same
origin however because there is loam in these ridges, little basins
of rainwater formed between the ridges which kept standing
water throughout the year; fens. Since 1913 this area is part of
Natuurmonumenten and preserved for nature development and
conservation and recreation (Natuurmonumenten, 2021c). It
is visited by over 400.000 unique visitors each year (Brabant,
2021) The Kampina is a similar area, although it also contains a
stream and stream valley (Beerze). Since 1917 this is conserved
by Natuurmonumenten and serves as nature conservation and
recreational area (Natuurmonumenten, 2021a)(figure XXI). This is
annually visited by over 200.000 unique visitors (Brabant, 2021).
As these areas are preserved by Natuurmonumenten since the
begin of the 20th century, agriculture has not been practiced
ever since. Therefore, these areas have not been touched during
the industrialization of agriculture in the 20th century and didn’t
suffer those consequences. On top of that, these areas have an
important ecological and recreational value to Brabant as shown
by the visitor numbers.
Therefore the land dunes are beyond the scope of this thesis and
will not be analysed or redesigned.

5.

LOSS OF COHERENCE IN LANDSCAPE

As introduced in chapter 2, coherence in landscape is the relation
between the landscape system and the image of that landscape.
Coherence can be analyzed by dividing coherence in the way
one orients oneself in the landscape. This is through vertical,
horizontal, seasonal and historical relationships in the landscape.
In this chapter, I will identify what has changed during the
previously mentioned developments in landscape and agriculture
regarding coherence.
5.1
VERTICAL COHERENCE
To recap; vertical coherence is the expression of local abiotic
conditions like soil type, height, geomorphology and water in
relief, water elements, vegetation and land use. The base layer
of sand in Brabant is the same; cover sand. However, soils,
topography, vegetation and land use in the three different
geomorphologically different landscape types developed
separately.
In all landscape types, a podzol developed initially. This is a
process where a humus top layer develops and therefore the
soil becomes more fertile and holds more water. However, as
mentioned in the previous chapter, this was exhausted quickly and
sods with manure were added to increase fertility. This method
changed the soils and the landscape; the fields in which the sod
manure was distributed, were elevated because of it, especially
in the middle of the fields. Therefore the field got a micro relief.
The soils developed podzols and depending on the extent of the
historical agriculture, the podzols are larger or smaller.
In the stream valleys, a similar development went on as on the
plains; a humus rich topsoil developed in the stream, on top of

the sand. In some places, this even became swampy, developing
somewhat of a boggy soil. These soils developed in and along the
streams, which are generally only a couple of hundreds of meters
wide.
Land use used to mirror the abiotic and biotic conditions of
the landscape; agriculture and building development was
concentrated on the plains and ridges, close by the streams
for water. Today, we experience that some streams are found in
towns though, such as the Voorste Stroom through Oisterwijk
(figure XXII) or the Roomleij through Udenhout. These towns
started on higher parts along the stream valley, but developed
around the streams now.
The plains and moist ridges were the most suitable land for
arable agriculture. Land use on the highest, and therefore drier,
ridges consisted of forests. These forest are mixed on the less
dry parts but only conifer/pine type trees on the driest places.
With the invention of artificial fertilizer, the heather was not
needed anymore for fertilizing and therefore lost its function in the
landscape. This happened on the ridge along the N65 today. A
large heather complex, mixed with forests, is gone today (figure
XXIII).
Forests, both planted and more natural, disappeared under
influence of city development. Landscape elements like
convenience forests, hedgerows etc. emerged as tools for a
farmer to be able to guarantee fire and building wood or to keep
cattle in a field, now became redundant.
Landuse on the plains, the older arable land was mainly used for
local food production with mixed farms, small farms with fields
in use around the farm for horticulture and livestock for a small
community. This created a small scale agriculture landscape
with small individual farms and fields. After the invention of
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artificial fertilizer and later the land consolidation projects, the
agricultural use changed. Less horticulture and the mixed farms
disappeared. Politics steered agriculture to specialized farms and
bigger fields; production optimalization. Because the horticulture
in the better soils were more profitable (the clay landscapes
of the Netherlands) the focus in Brabant was put on livestock
(cows, hogs, chickens) and tree- and plant nurseries in MiddenBrabant. In 1960 320 nurseries used 670 ha for their activities,
in 1990 there were already 1300 nurseries and 3200 hectare of
agricultural land was used to grow trees and plants (Leenders,
1997), both in the soils as in containers and green houses in the
province of Noord-Brabant, but mainly in Midden-Brabant. The
cultivation in containers brings a unseen kind of landscape with it;
fields covered with black tarps to keep any weeds from growing,
ditches to drain the water in events of rain and large sprinkler
installations for summer. (Figure XXIV) A complete system of

cultivation which is footloose from the landscape which replaced
some of the old field complexes.
The stream valleys initially developed, just like the rest of the
landscape, as forests. When reclaimed, the valleys were used
as hay lands; used to mow once or a couple of times a year for
forage or hay. Most of the time, the stream valleys were too wet
and unpredictable to use for anything else. This unpredictability
comes in terms of water nuisance. Stream valleys acted as water
buffers in events of excessive rain, so to use it as arable land was
a risk as it could flood during the growing season.
In the land consolidation projects, the stream valleys were
reclaimed and made dry to be able to farm those lands. For
example the Zandleij west of Helvoirt is bordered with agricultural
fields which were raised during land reclamation project to drain,
leaving barely any stream valley. (Figure XXV). Streams were
canalized and widened to drain the excess water of the fields so
the farmer could work the fields earlier in the season with heavy
machinery. This means some stream valleys almost disappeared;
the southern part of the Ruysbossche loop, the Raamse loop,
most of the Roomleij and the northern part of the Zandleij are
barely visible. Wet stream valleys are still found, the Broekley and
the major part of the Zandleij have not changed significant.
To conclude, during the initial development of the cultural
landscape, there was a strong vertical coherence. The
combination between vegetation and land use expressed soil
conditions and water availability. The types of forests reflected
water availability, micro relief appeared on the oldest arable fields

Figure XXII. Oisterwijk grew south of the Roomleij so this stream now runs through the village when originally Oisterwijk
was situated on the edge between dry soils north of Oisterwijk and the streamvalley south of it (1900 vs today)
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Figure XXIII. Since the 1900s this heather complex north-west of Haaren, was reclaimed

and stream valleys were wet so used extensively.
In the 20th century, the differences between the dry and wet
areas in the landscape disappeared. Most wet stream valleys
were reclaimed for agricultural purposes and therefore cultivated.
The vertical coherence of the stream valleys in general therefore is
weak; there is barely a stream valley left.
The land use on the dry ridges and plateaus and the plains did not
change significantly, but the cultivation methods did. Conditions
are altered for agriculture, resulting in arable agriculture in
stream valleys and intensive container cultivation on the old field
complexes. Based on this analysis, for both I consider the vertical
coherence as average (figure XXVI).

Figure XXIV. Large, open container farms to grown plants and trees have had a significant effect
on the landscape image

Figure XXV. The Zandleij, west of Helvoirt, appeares to be sunk in the agricultural landscape

Figure XXVI. Vertical coherence in the landscape
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5.2
HORIZONTAL COHERENCE
In the expression of horizontal coherence, the patterns in the
landscape display functions or other characteristics in the
landscape. The spatial build-up of the study area is a result
of natural and cultural (or anthropologic) patterns and dictate
specific characteristics for a certain regions (Hendriks &
Stobbelaar, 2003).
On the sandy ridges and plateaus, the patterns in the landscape
are natural; roads and reclamations following the contours of the
landscape. Plotting is found in irregular blocks, alternated with
coppice forests and wooded banks. The ridges and plateaus
are therefore considered semi-closed (Leenders, 1997). The
waterways are crossing the contours, flowing from high to low.
In the reclamation period, straight lines were added; parcellation
edges and new roads. Most landscape elements and other
‘unproductive’ pieces of fields were put into production, resulting
in a more open and larger scale landscape compared to the
landscape before reclamations.
The plains connecting the ridges and the stream valleys,
historically contained the most activity of this landscape.
Most villages and cities started on these plains, as is the main
agricultural activity.
Agricultural activity is grown in scale through time; fields have
grown, barns have grown and large monoculture dominate the
landscape. Forests shrunk to made place for fields, unless the
forest was part of a natural network. The cattle farms usually
are visible as large sheds, concrete silage bunkers and fields
of monoculture silage corn growing from May until end of
September. The size of fields has grown significantly since the
land reclamation projects, and hedgerows and wooded banks are
substituted for fences.
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Midden-Brabant has become “flatter” or visually more transparent
because of that (figure XXVII).
The tree- and plant nurseries have had another influence on the
visual relationships. Fields, with rows of trees, straight as an
arrow for a couple of years to grow to be used in parks, gardens
or export (Figure XXVIII). The visual impact is very significant
compared to other crops in the area. The companies usually
have field of trees, but a yard too with large sheds like the other
farms in the area and occasionally greenhouses. One would not
expect those to be found around Midden-Brabant but are used by
companies growing cuttings for tree nurseries (stekbedrijven) or
for export.
The stream valleys have changed under land reclamation projects
as well. Generally the streams were straightened to drain water
more efficient and agriculture has come a lot closer to the valleys
than before. With that, the meandering streams disappeared,
opening up the landscape to the point where it blends together
with the other geomorphologies (figure XXIX). The stream valleys
were considered semi-closed because of the marsh forests, tree

Figure XXVII. The landscape by Raam where the main patterns in the landscape
are still recognizable but the fields became larger and diversity decreased

lines and other vertical elements. The Broekleij and Ruys Bossche
Waterloop south of Vught on the other hand are still very visible
as fields are oriented on those streams, and the valleys are wet
leaving farmers no choice but to only use the fields for grass or
grazing.
The Brand, north of Udenhout, is a marshy forest developed
around the Roomleij stream. This was predominantly an ash
forest, developed and maintained for fire and construction wood.
In the 19th century, small dikes, rabatten, were formed to drain
the land somewhat and to raise the ground in which, on the dryer
parts, even Oaks could grow (Leenders, 1997). These are still to
be found today and are a valuable part of the Brabants landscape
in terms of ecology and cultural historical value.
To conclude, stream valleys as the Ruysbossche loop are weak
in terms of coherence. The patterns in the landscape do not fully
display the original function anymore. With the disappearance of
stream valleys, the patterns of the valley mostly disappeared as
well. The main structure around the old field complexes on the
ridges, plateaus and plains, are still visible but the cultivation in

Figure XXVIII. The visual impact of the treenurseries in the landscape

that structure is a larger scale than the structure is designed for
(figure XXX).

Figure XXIX. The stream valley of the Ruysbossche loop was clearly distinguishable on the
map from 1900 (left) but has become similar to the landscape today (right)

Figure XXX. Horizontal coherence conclusion map
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5.3
SEASONAL COHERENCE
The differentiation between seasons is another part of a coherent
landscape. Each of the seasons add or retract something to
or from the landscape. Especially the agricultural landscape is
subject to major changes between seasons.
On the sandy ridges and plateaus, one can usually differentiate
the horticulture and arable fields from the grasslands by
appearance through the seasons. Grasslands are green and open
all year, usually not flowering. Once every so much years, the
grass is renewed either by ploughing it directly under or killing it
with herbicides leaving fields of yellow and orange dead grass. In
horticulture and arable agriculture, it depends on the crop if there
are more colors between planting and harvesting. An example is
the cultivation of potatoes; the characteristic beds in spring and
explosion of white flowers in summer.
Tree and plant nurseries provide the landscape with rows of trees
or plants, flowering different times a year and having different
foliage. Therefore, these are especially recognizable in spring,
summer and fall (figure XXXII).
One widely grown crop which has a big influence throughout the
seasons, is corn. Fields are left bare or with stubble from harvest
end of September/October until May/June when next year’s crop
sprouts. Then it grows really fast, blocking visual relations usually
in June or July when it grows above 2 meters. The landscape is
experienced smaller as sightlines are blocked by the high crop.
The widely grown corn can be considered enhancing seasonal
coherence as it dramatically changes the landscape from planting
until harvest. In Dutch agriculture there are no other crops which
grow this tall in such a short time, therefore having a big impact
on the experience of the seasons on the fields (figure XXXI).
However, referencing to the 1900’s situation of the landscape, the
open-closed character does not come from crops like corn, but
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from perennials in field edges, forests and other pieces of land.
So comparing it to that situation, the seasonal appearance comes
from other landscape elements.
As mentioned, the type characterized as semi-closed. Tree
lines impact the landscape, both in the season where there are
leaves on the trees as in off season when it is just bare wood
shown (figure XXXIII). One can identify which trees grow where
based on foliage, but the impact of the way the branches are
characteristic for a tree when there are no leaves on it, should
not be diminished. An oak has a specific fickle to its branches,
whereas a Linde or Chestnut is more horizontally oriented.
Diversity in tree species can increase seasonal coherence as
seasonal appearance is different for each specie.
Along the streams, in winter the landscape is open as the
occasional patch of reed is mowed and trees drop their leaves.
Species thriving in the wet circumstances are usually leave
dropping trees (Ash, Alder, Willow etc.). Generally, the fall and
winter months are the wetter months of the year, therefore the
streams have an increased volume of water. Figure XXXIII shows
the difference clearly as the stream is wider in winter than in
summer. Another factor expressing the spring and summer, is the
mowing of the hay lands in the valleys. In figure XXXIII, a field with
a green center and a more yellow band around it, is slightly left
top of the small patch of forest in the image. The yellow band is
mown grass, which is yellow underneath the green top.
The coherence on the sandy ridges & plateaus and the plains of
washed-out coversand, are average in general (figure XXXIV). The
crops and trees determine the seasonal coherence predominantly,
diversity in species increases the coherence as different species
have different seasonal appearances therefore adding to the
appearance of the landscape in a season. In the stream valleys,

tree species too play an important role, as does the mowing
of reeds and haylands. In the reclaimed stream valleys, we find
barely any trees and haylands, therefore coherence is weak. In the
natural valleys, as figure XXXII shows, coherence is stronger as
there is more diversity.

Figure XXXIII. A satelite image of the Broekley stream valley in winter (left) and summer (right).

Figure XXXI. The visual impact of full grown corn (left)
and when it is harvested, opening up the landscape

Figure XXXII. A satelite image of the tree nurseries in winter (left) and summer (right).

Figure XXXIV. Seasonal coherence conclusion map
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5.4
HISTORICAL COHERENCE
Historical coherence is the expression of the age and
development of the landscape. This is expressed through the
presence, appearance and function of historical elements in the
landscape.
Brabant has been/ is a catholic province of the Netherlands. This
history and development is characterized by chapels, cloisters,
abbeys and churches in the settlements and in the landscape.
The earliest churches are from the middle ages and were built in
the centre of villages or settlements. With that in mind it, a church
at the edge of a settlement therefore is out of place. In Helvoirt
(Sint-Nicolaas kerk) and Haaren (Sint-Lambertus kerk) the church
is on the edge of today’s village. This is because these villages
moved, in Haaren for example from the 13th century because of
the bedpack system (Lantschap, 2009).
But not all religious buildings come from the middle ages, the
Maria chapel in Haaren for example is former cadaver shed,
turned chapel to remember people of Haaren who did not survive
the first or second world war (figure XXXV).

Figure XXXV. The maria chapel in Haaren
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To which extent the bedpack system was practiced, can be
visual by a slight bulge in fields as mentioned in the horizontal
coherence. Today, this bulge is only subtle because of the land
consolidation projects in most areas but there are field where it
is more noticeable (Lantschap, 2009). Historical field complexes
on the other hand are still recognisable. Belversche Akkers is still
mainly the same sandy ridge it always was (figure XXXVI). The
road around the perimeter is still largely the same as are roads in
the complex itself. Landuse didn’t change but cultivation methods
did.
Along wetter fields and parts of the landscape, one can
occasionally find straight rows of poplar, trees but also beeches
and oaks are to be found. Up until the land consolidation
projects, the owners of the fields had “voorpootrecht”, a right
to plant poplars on municipal ground bordering their fields. In
the land consolidation projects this right is mostly bought up by
the governments. This right was very important and in certain
municipalities this was not only a right but a duty as well. The
poplars were the most applied because poplars use a lot of water
and therefore it kept the entrances to the fields dry. The wood
from poplars however is not very strong and cannot be used to
build strong structures or buildings. Poplar wood was used to
make the characteristic Dutch wooden clogs. In Brabant alone,
there were 738 clog manufacturers in 1889 (Lantschap, 2009).
‘s-Hertogenbosch was an important Dutch trading city, and lots of
clogs found their way into the Netherlands by trade.
Wooden clogs became abundant to the public, and now we can
only find a few clog manufacturers and just as little poplar tree
rows (figure XXXVII).
In terms of forestry, the landscape was littered with small forests,
made or preserved from the natural landscape by, predominantly,
farmers to grow their own construction and fire wood; coppice

Figure XXXVI. The Belversche Akkers is still visible and used as an agricultural ridge

or convenience forests. Forestry is discussed in this coherence
because grown forest today was planted or developed decades
ago. With the development in building and energy supply, these
small forests became abundant. There is one specific forested
area in Midden-Brabant; De Brand. In De Brand, one of the
largest remnants of the forested stream valley landscapes (figure
XXXVIII), forestry played an important role in the reclamation.
Poplars marked the narrow plots, and most trees were Alders,
but the ‘rabatten’ technique was used to be able to increase
the number of oaks grown in the wet landscape. The land was
drained on micro scale by digging narrow ditches and moving
that dirt on ridges between the ditches. This way, a dryer ridge
emerged on which oaks were possible to cultivate. Now, this way
of cultivation is not needed anymore but these ‘rabatten’ rendered
valuable ecology by these swampy conditions (Noord-Brabant,
2022).

This area also is left with two big excavations; De IJzeren
Man near Vught and the Leemkuilen between Haaren and
Udenhout. De IJzeren man was a dry piece of land with heater
until excavations started at the end of the 19th century. Now it
Figure XXXVII. A row of poplars as these were once so common in the Middenis a recreational man-made lake which was excavated to bring
Brabant landscape and economy.
quality sand to ‘s-Hertogenbosch and Culemborg for large scale
construction projects.
The Leemkuilen was excavated for the loam, used to produce
bricks at the end of the 19th century. A beautiful story involving
two contractors from Udenhout who complain about the quality
of bricks from Belgium. They found out that there were streams
in Brabant which contained loam. Streams carrying loam flowed
slowly because of the lack of fall in this area, leaving a layer of
loam of a meter to a meter and a half. The two contractors started
Figure XXXVIII. De Brand as a remnant of the forested stream valleys, which shrunk but is still mostly foresteda brick factory using the loam from this area. With ups and downs
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in the operation, the factory produces 110.000 bricks per day
at its top around 1965. Like many manufacturing businesses
in Brabant, it could not keep up with national and international
competition and it closed in 1992. This excavation, but the brick
factory as well, play in important role in nature development since
Brabants Landschap acquired it. The excavation is full of water
now and the factory site is demolished but still visible (figure
XXXVIV).
In terms of development through time, we can still experience
important pieces of the history of this region. However, this is
more recent history and history in villages and settlements, visible
history on and around the agricultural fields in all landscape

Figure XXXVIV. The demolished brick factory in the foreground, in the back the
excavation wich turned lake.

Figure XXXX. The fields of Winkelsche Hoek today (right map) still have the north to south reclamation basis as in the 1900 (left map). But the Roomleij is barely visible in the landscape as a
stream valley in the landscape of today (right) compared to the situation in the 1900s (left)
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types is scarce. As shown in figure XXXX, the fields around
Biezenmortel/Winkelsche Hoek are in structure, mostly the same.
Reclamation lines or field edges, run from north to south or vice
versa generally. Back in the 1900s as well as today, these lines
are still visible. However, as mentioned in vertical and horizontal
coherence, fields have grown so the number of these edges are
lower today. The parcellation has a historical basis, but is less
visible today than in the 1900s. As is the Roomleij, which is very
visible in the left of the map in the 1900s, but is barely visible
in the landscape of today on this map. Parcellation there has
changed dramatically.
The development starting with the land consolidation periods
have diminished the regional differences and parcellation in the
area. Where a region is considered nature and preserved by a
conservation agency like Brabants Landschap, there is more
historical coherence in landscape elements and more visible
history than the fields used by agriculture today. The reclaimed
stream valleys, for example the Roomleij in figure XXXX, bare
no visible history anymore. These valleys therefore have a
weak historical coherence, whereas the Leemkuilen, De Brand
and Belversche Akkers for example have a strong historical
coherence. The rest of the landscape has some historical
elements but also lacks a more complete history, therefore this is
considered average.

Figure XXXXI. The historical coherence map
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5.5
CONCLUSION
Whether there is a strong, average or weak coherence in a
landscape type is concluded in figure XXXXIIa and XXXXIIb.
This is a generalization of the results projected on the maps
concluding the coherence in this chapter.
Vertical coherence is predominantly average and weak, apart from
the natural stream valleys. Landuse on the ridges, plateaus and
plains did not change dramatically, but cultivation methods did,
scaling up the cultivation therefore decreasing the diversity in the
landscape. The structure of the activities however, is still in tact
and can be strengthened.

Figure XXXXIIa. General results of the four coherences related to the geomorphical landscape types
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Horizontal coherence is weak on the cover sand ridges and
plateaus and on the reclaimed valleys. The original landscape
pattern from this landscape type is barely or not visible anymore.
The natural valleys do however, and the plains in some parts do
and some part do not. Old field complexes like Belversche Akkers
however is preserved as a field complex, although cultivation
methods changed, it still has most of the character it had in the
1900s.
Seasonal coherence, determined by the crops and the green
infrastructure, is average in general, but can be improved by
increasing diversity in species and applying perennials as the
landscape had in the 1900s.
Historical coherence is scattered but mainly concentrated
around human activity. This can be improved by reviving historical
landscape elements for example.

Areas of concern and therefore specific design measures are
needed in the reclaimed stream valleys (figure XXXIIa). These are
barely visible anymore while the natural valleys are the complete
opposite. The scale on the ridges and plateaus as well as the
plains, is much larger than it used to be. Especially horizontal
coherence therefore was weak.

Coherence
Landscape
type
Cover sand ridges
and plateaus

Cover sand plains

Stream valleys

Vertical coherence

Horizontal coherence

Seasonal coherence

Historical coherence

Average

Weak

Average

Scattered but average

Average

Average

Average

Scattered but average

Weak

Weak on the reclaimed valleys
Strong on the ‘natural’ valleys

Weak on the reclaimed valleys
Strong on the ‘natural’ valleys

Scattered but average

Figure XXXXIIa.. Summarized results of the four coherences in relation to the geomorphological landscape types
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6.

NEW CONCEPTS FOR AGRICULTURE &
LANDSCAPE

Regenerative agriculture and biodynamics are introduced as
new concepts for agriculture. In this chapter, these concepts
are explained further by the three principles which derived from
chapter three. These principles are the workable similarities
between landscape coherence theory and the two new concepts
for agriculture. These will be linked to the conclusions of the
previous chapter as well. This chapter will conclude with two
types of designable guidelines: guidelines embodying the
key processes of the regenerative agriculture concept and
biodynamics, and guidelines to create a stronger coherence in a
landscape type which are location/landscape type specific.
6.1
SYSTEM THINKING
One of the core principles of biodynamic agriculture is the
concept of a farm organism or farm individuality (Turinek,
Grobelnik-Mlakar, Bavec, & Bavec, 2009). This is, less explicitly,
shared with system-thinking in regenerative agriculture. The
management of a farm focusses on autonomy and self-support.
Minimizing energy and nutrient input is key in in that autonomy.
Industrial agriculture is heavily reliant on external inputs. FIGURE
XXX represents a basic version of the production of an animal
product in industrial agriculture. Notice that part of the feed,
seeds for crops and fertilizer are needed to produce a product
of an animal. In an regenerative system, this loop is very different.
Animals are fed from residue of crops, the eatable part is for
human consumption directly, and from the areas in the landscape
which are not suitable for arable agriculture (FIGURE XXX). This
cycle yields therefore a bigger variety of products as well as
limited input. In this example, the seeds are imported, but a lot of
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crops can be reseeded, therefore eliminating this input.
The placement of a farm in relation to its surroundings is very
important in this system. A balance between arable crops,
pastures, livestock and horticulture in relation to forests, heather,
water etc. is to be made to reach functioning autonomy.
The idea of closed cycles, farm autonomy and nutrient recycling
can only be functional and profitable when it fits in the landscape.
Genuinely understanding the landscape, the biotic and abiotic
circumstances on the level of singular fields, is critical.
This is exactly why regenerative agriculture and biodynamics are
very promising as concepts in relation to increasing coherence in
landscape. In a coherent landscape, the image of the landscape is
determined by landscape system, as argued in chapter three.
Therefore, the first guideline should be that abiotic and biotic
conditions dictate land use. This means extensive uses in the
wettest and driest parts of the landscape and agricultural use on
the plains and the ridges (figure XXXXV).
In the example of figure XXXXIV, another crucial factor is noted
being the reintroduction of mixed farms. The farms which were
deemed unprofitable in a high yielding, modern agriculture in
the 50s up to today, are deemed a good fit in this system. This
is because it is considered a better balance of animal, crop and
grassland production, eliminating over-exploitation and ultimately
using every field to its best potential.
However, this argumentation is a big break from today’s
agriculture because it lacks specialization. Specialization is one
of the first measures taken to improve the quality and quantity of
food produced by agriculture.
Therefore this principle should be applied in a group of farms
within the landscape or region. Dairy farmers, other livestock
farmers, arable farmers and horticulture farmers can exchange

knowledge, fields and residual products. For example; an arable
farmer could lend part of the straw from a cereal harvest to a
livestock farmer for his stables in the winter. In return, part of the
manure can be hauled over that field, making a small circular
system. This is the second guideline from this principle; closing
nutrient cycles between fields and farms (figure XXXVI).
The second guideline fits the Dutch government’s plan to
reshape the agricultural sector into a circular agriculture system.
This circular system can imply several factors that need to be
addressed in the landscape design; the accessibility of fields for
livestock, barriers for livestock in those fields, appropriate field
size, drainage and borders in the different conditions.
Figure XXXXIII. A basic version of the inputs and outputs of the current, industrial farming system

Figure XXXXIV. The adapted version of the inputs and outputs of when the system of figure
XXXXIII would change with the principle of system thinking

Figure XXXXV. Abiotic and biotic
conditions determine land use and
itherefore the intensivity of agricultural
use

Figure XXXXVI. Nutrient cycles are to
be closed therefore fields are seen as a
collective resource.
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6.2
AGROBIODIVERSITY
The ability to produce free from biocides and pesticides is an
important and shared condition between regenerative agriculture
and biodynamics. In agriculture today, the applied chemicals are
designed to kill, while the soils need to be alive to be beneficial
in both concepts. Therefore, in a sustainable and regenerative
agriculture, there is no place for these chemicals (White, 2020). In
other words: other ways are needed to protect crops from pests.
The risk of a pest can be decreased by the application of diverse
rotations and less monocultures (Erisman & Van Eekeren, 2017).
This is split into three guidelines. The first is the application of
strip agriculture (figure XXXVII. Strip agriculture is a practice
involving multiple species of crops on the same field, but still
cultivated in rows as in conventional agriculture. This way,
mechanization is still possible, when the width of the strips is
adjusted to the width of machines which plant, weed or harvest.
The advantages of strip agriculture are dependent on the species
which are combined. Animals and insects habitat is increased
because there is diversity and the soil is covered longer.
The second possibility, and therefore guideline, is mixed
cultivation; for example combining legumes and cereals (figure

Figure XXXXVII. Strip agriculture which
can be oriented to the sun or wind,
depending on the crop.
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Figure XXXXVIII. Mixed cultivation
in arable agriculture can increase its
resilience and coherence

XXXXVIII). Legumes have the ability to bind nitrogen into the
soil and cereals take up that nitrogen to grow bigger and have
a better harvest. This combination results in more proteins per
hectare than either of the crops in monoculture, without the need
of fertilizer.
The final guideline is the use of mosaic plotting (figure XXXXVIV).
By reducing the size of the plots, more diversity will emerge in
the same area as before. To be able to maintain an efficient way
of farming, longer and straight plot edges are favored by farmers
over irregular shaped plots.
Pesticides and biocides themselves can be replaced by all kinds
of animals in the countryside. The types of biodiversity is not
designable, but the optimal conditions for this type of biodiversity
is designable (habitat creation). A diverse landscape and diversity
in landscape elements is beneficial for functional agrobiodiversity
(Erisman & Van Eekeren, 2017). Most pests emerge because the
natural enemy of that animal is missing (Erisman & Van Eekeren,
2017). Biodynamics emphasizes on bringing balance to a region,
therefore bringing balance to an ecosystem as well. It is therefore
necessary to include a diversity of plants in and along agricultural
land to give habitat to all kinds of animals.

Figure XXXXVIV. Mosaic plotting

Figure L. Wide buffers

This includes habitats for insects, small mammals and birds. The
distinction is made between the intensively used landscape in
terms of agriculture (i.e. the plains and ridges) and extensively
used (stream valleys).
Firstly, the plains and ridges. Here, the fields need to be in
agricultural production, so agrobiodiversity should be focused
on the field edges and left-over corners of land (overhoeken);
landscape elements. These landscape types contain the most
valuable fields in terms of yields, therefore losing an area to
unproductive habitats is not desirable. These types of landscape
elements should form a network around the fields to optimally
spread functional agro biodiversity. Therefore, this is introduced
by six guidelines (figure L-LVI. Buffers between the edges of the
fields can be narrow and wide. Treelines and flowering strips can
be applied in berms, between fields and roads or other elements.
On awkwardly shaped pieces of land or corners, convenience
forests, wooded lanes or flowering edges can be applied.
By applying these linear strips of habitat with occasional islands
of refuge, biodiversity can spread between the agricultural fields
without giving up valuable land.

Figure LI. Narrow buffers

Figure LIII. Berms with flowering strips

Figure LIV. Treelines

Figure LV. Convenience forests

Figure LII. Treelines in berms
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By applying the first principle, the stream valleys are extensively
used for agriculture. Therefore, in the stream valleys there is
more room to create habitat. This is achieved by applying five
guidelines in the stream valleys. Firstly, green buffers should
be present between fields, alternated with treelines. This is a
continuation of the linear landscape elements that we have come
across already. Secondly, patches of different habitat should be
present, alternating marshwoods, wet, flower rich pastures and
reed patches along the stream. These habitats are influenced
by seasonal tendencies as the stream differs in size between
summer and winter. That, and the extensive use of the lands,
creates valuable habitat and refuge for useful animals.

Figure LVI. Green buffers between fields Figure LVII. Treelines

Figure LVIII. Marshwoods
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Figure LVIV. Patches of reed along
stream

Figure LX. Flower- and herb rich patches and pastures

6.3
INTEGRATION OF ANIMALS
Animals have a function in agriculture all throughout history and
no regenerative agriculture is possible without animals (Shepard,
2013). The ‘traditional’ farm animals are very useful in turning, for
humans, indigestible biomass into digestible biomass. This means
that in areas not suitable for arable fields, meadows, haylands and
pastures appear. Cows, chickens, goats, sheep, pigs, all those
animals have the ability to digest biomass grown on pastures and
meadows.
An ecosystem will not function without animals (White, 2020).
Grazing for example stimulates plant’s root activity which in
turn stores more carbon in the soil. Other nutrients are added
in form of manure; grazing animals are beneficent to the plants
those animals eat. The disturbance by hoofs facilitate seed-tosoil contact and create little puddles of water. The grass-grazer
relationship is a beneficial relationship for both grass and grazer
and therefore important in these ecosystems. But this will only
work when the intensity of those animals is comparable to a
natural situation. The grouping of livestock, timing, intensity and
frequency of a group of cattle in a piece of land needs to mimic
the behavior of wild herbivores. To do so a management style
called adaptive multi-paddock (AMP) or planned, short-duration,
management-intensive, pulse and cell grazing is introduced.
Biologist Allan Savory developed this livestock management style
by observing migrating wildlife. Herds of wild grazing animals do a
similar thing; traveling across a piece of land in annual migrations,
not too long at the same place (White, 2020). This system of
grazing has consequences in the landscape; multiple ‘paddocks’
should be present and connected to each other for farmers to be
able to apply this method of grazing and therefore that is the first
guideline of this principle.
To reintroduce natural habitat for farm animals, is the second

guideline. Most farm animals would live in savanna type
environments in the wild. To create these environments,
silvopastures are introduced. Based on the pressure on the
pasture by the number of animals, this can be a parklike
landscape of more savanna type landscapes (Shepard, 2013).
The silvopastures are optimally used when more types of animals
have the ability to graze; sheep eat rougher vegetation than cows
for example, and pigs eat a different way than other animals,
having other implications on the pasture. The different types of
behavior can create interesting habitat for wild flora and fauna,
making it perfect pastures which can increase both productivity of
the animal as biodiversity.

Figure LXI. Adaptive Multi-paddock
grazing implies having multiple, smaller
pastures for grazing with more than one
type of animal

Figure LXII. Silvopastures are the
savanna park-like landscape, natural for
most farm animals
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Animals should not be held solely for their products, as these
animals are part of the ecosystem, each kind of animal can
provide a service to the farmer as well. Industrial agriculture
neglected these services, as machines did a superior job quicker
than animals. A change in that thinking has fortunately already
been made; chickens are used to work in cow manure in pastures
(Erisman & Slobbe, 2019), and pigs are used to clean fields of
the waste after harvest or for weed control (Landbouw, 2016).
These chickens and pigs can improve soil and field quality
without the use of manpower or tractors, while still providing with
products we can digest. Sheep, goats and even less known farm
animals like turkeys and geese can provide a service to the farmer
when used at the right time in the right place. This is therefore
not limited to pastures, but can be very useful too on fields which
have been arable agriculture or horticulture. To ‘clean up’ residue
after harvest and turn that in manure, and therefore fertilization for
example, can be a great alternative to artificial fertilization.
For the landscape this means that borders of the fields should
be able to function as a cattle barrier, and should provide shelter.
Hedges and wooded lanes or berms can function as barrier as
long as species are chosen which will not be eaten, species with
thorns for example, which can grow thick. This is therefore the
final guideline of the integration of animals in the landscape.

Figure LXIII. Green barriers to keep
cattle in the fields
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6.4
LANDSCAPE SPECIFIC GUIDELINES
By applying the proposed guidelines solely, both regenerative
agriculture as biodynamics would not fit the cultural landscape.
Then, coherence would not improve as the added elements would
not necessarily fit genesis of the landscape i.e. it would not ‘land’
in the landscape. Therefore, additional guidelines are developed,
to complement the mentioned guidelines into one set which
would fit the Midden-Brabant landscape.
STREAM VALLEY
The stream valleys should be the wet valleys in the landscape.
Therefore, by applying both agriculture concepts, only extensive
agricultural use is possible. Originally this meant that the stream
valleys are only used as haylands, grazing pastures and for
forestry. With the new concepts, both of these extensive landuses
fit the possibilities of the landscape type.
The proposed green buffers are developed to serve as cattle
barriers and will serve a role in increasing agro biodiversity.
Addittionally, the buffers help to remain the semi-closed character
of the stream valley. Key species are Hazelnut, Hawthorn and
Willows. The wooded patches can be supplemented with
rabatten. Rabatten can be applied wider than solely the Zandleij
valley those are present now, for forestry as well as agro
biodiversity (figure LXIV). To improve coherence for the stream
valleys, the composition/plotting of all landuses should be at a
right angle to the stream, as in the original reclamation (figure
LXV).
To remain/develop the character of the stream and the stream
valley, wooded banks parallel to the stream and treelines marking
the stream or the stream valley should be introduced (figure LXVI).
To increase orientation in the landscape, solitary marking trees
can be integrated as well to serve as a recognition point in the

valley at bends of the stream, plot edges, the start or the end of a
valley (figure LXVII). Key species of trees in this landscape type
are Birch, Willow, Poplar, Ash and Alder.
a forest system are usually not present as those would be eaten
with a high pressure of animals (Shepard, 2013).

Figure LXIV. Rabatten forests

Figure LXV. Green buffers between
fields

Figure LXVI. Plotting at right angle to
stream

Figure LXVII. Solitary trees

SANDY RIDGES, PLATEAUS AND COVER SAND PLAINS
As mentioned in the previous chapter, these landscape types
share the majority of its challenges regarding landscape
coherence. Therefore the principles are shared and in the
landscape design, the distinction between the landscape types is
made again in application of the principles and its composition.
As mentioned before, landscape elements play an important role
in agro biodiversity and readability of the landscape (and vertical
and horizontal coherence with that).
Wooded berms along the fields can serve as a buffer between
the fields (figure LXVIII), increasing habitat for agro biodiversity
as well as functioning as water buffer (with proper ditching) and it
can contribute to character of the landscape type with appropriate
species. The width of such field edges are determined to be 6
meters to be able to reduce the drift of crop protection agents
by 100% (Erisman & Slobbe, 2019). Key species are Oak, Birch,
Beech, in very dry spots conifer and pine types, and non-native
species are found as well such as Linden, Chestnuts, Maples and
fruit trees. These berms can be wide and narrow, depending on
the situation. In general the bermsshould be narrow on the plains
and have entrances to the field complexes and ridges, as the
plains have the most open character (figure LXVIV).
Coppice/convenience forests have a similar function as buffer but
can serve more as a retention area both for water as for animals.
Additionally, these forests have a old cultural function as these
would always be close to civilization. Therefore these coppice
forests can help orient one in the landscape therefore increasing
coherence. These forests are very small, usually close to houses
and in awkward sized parts of a field (overhoeken) which are hard
to cultivate (figure LXX).
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Treelines to mark the ridges or plateaus have a cultural and
historical meaning to the landscape and can be applied
to increase the readability of the landscape (figure LXXI).
Additionally, the size and species of trees can be used to mark
wheter it is a main road or a subroad.
When treelines will not fit a situation due to the size of road, berm
or other trees, marking trees at crossroads or other points of
interest can provide the same increased readability.

Figure LXVIII. Wooded berms as buffers Figure LXVIV. Narrow buffers with
in the landscape
entrances to remain the open character
of the landscape

Figure LXX. Coppice forests
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Figure LXXI. Treelines dictate the order
of the roads (larger trees mean bigger
road)
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7.

DESIGN

In this chapter, the regional design of this thesis will be discussed.
First, the concept behind the regional design will be shown and
discussed how that became the concept. After that, the regional
design will be discussed and the considered design choices are
reasoned by sections. Because the regional design is at such a
macro scale, on of the key areas will be shown in a smaller scale
design.
CONCEPT
When developing the concept to integrate the principles and
developed guidelines in the current landscape (among other
Land dunes (with
issues) the lack of buffers between stream valleys and the restand
of without drifting
the landscape became very apparent. In a coherent landscape,sands)
the character of the landscape plays an important role. The
analysis in chapter four shows, that the landscape should not be
Sandy Ridges and
this open for it to remain its character. The landscape became plateaus
open in service of the industrial agriculture practices. When (cover sand ridges)
thinking in an integrated system of landscape and its functions
and infrastructure versus the agricultural landuse, in the currentPlains of
situation these seem to be different worlds. In regenerative washed-out cover
sand
agriculture, we are looking for an agricultural ecosystem to close
cycles as much as possible.
Stream valley
If the stream valleys became the extensively used ribbons in the
landscape, as argued in the previous chapter, the character of the
landscape already changes (figure LXXII).
What lacks then is connections between the stream valleys Water
to accommodate both the ability for agro biodiversity to move
through the landscape as for farm animals to migrate. These
connections are needed to bring biodiversity in range of the
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Other
(build-up area etc.)

arable agriculture to become functional agrobiodiversity as
argued. This can be done by creating similar extensively used
ribbons through the landscape in the direction the stream valleys
do not go (figure LXXIII).
The stream valleys roughly run parallel to each other in the
landscape, with sandy ridges and plateaus and the plains
in between the stream valleys. On these ridges, plains and
plateaus, we find the older field complexes and arable use of the
agricultural fields.

Figure LXXII The stream valleys (blue arrows, running roughly parallel to
eachother, lacking connections between the valleys today.

These ribbons have the same functions as the stream valleys;
extensive agriculture use by grazing, haylands and forests.
However, this should fit in the respective landscape types
to increase readability of the landscape which increases the
landscape coherence.
Silvopastures are an addition to the landscape when used in
ribbons. A natural looking park landscape in which livestock can
roam in several pastures. The livestock has cover and shade from
trees and shrubs in these pastures and will be rotated between
the pastures to prevent overgrazing (adaptive multi-paddock
system). In these ribbons, there is room for fruit and nut trees to
provide an addition to the diet of the livestock when grazing. This
benefits seasonal coherence as well as horizontal coherence as
it restores the semi-closed character of the landscape. In this
way, landscape management, in the form of grazing, can provide
products and therefore income to farmers.
With the development of the silvopasture ribbons, it defines the
rest of the plateau, ridge and plain landscape as arable cropland
between the build-up area. This is similar to the original landuse
from before the land reclamation projects. Additionally, this
updates the park structure of those reclamation projects to fit the
new agriculture concepts.

Figure LXXIII. The concept of the regional design. New pastural ribbons (light green) are added to the
network of extensively used green corridors, formed by the stream valleys (army green). A green network is
created linking the landscape together and creating field complexes which can develop as valuable arable
agriculture (brown complexes). These complexes vary in size and scale, depending on the geomorphology of
the area.
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STREAM VALLEYS
As mentioned, stream valleys are best used as extensive
agricultural areas because those most of the year very wet.
Stream valleys, in a natural landscape system, should only be
used for forestry, haylands and pastures. When incorporating
landscape elements as mentioned in the guidelines, the
stream valleys turn into ribbons of small fields, partitioned
by green buffers, alternated with marsh woods. If the stream
valleys becomes wide, rabatten forests can be implemented
as well. These forests increase a local historical coherence
but create a valuable habitat as well. Because these forests
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are perpendicular to the stream, a wide stream valley is needed.
To increase the horizontal and seasonal coherence, treelines and
marking trees are added as well. Either to mark the end of the
valley, usually there is a road on the edge of the valley as well, or
to mark the stream. The trees marking the valley are tall, narrow
trees such as Poplar or Birch. Trees marking the stream usually
are trees which can withstand the wettest conditions, so Willows,
Ash and Alders are most suitable. Pollard willows are most
common in that situation.
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COVER SAND RIDGES AND PLATEAUS
The ridges and plateaus today are scaled up monocultures, which
lack agro biodiversity, integration of perennials and horizontal,
seasonal and historical coherence. The pastoral ribbons and
stream valleys surround the field complexes on these ridges and
plateaus, but the green network extends in the field complexes
in a finer mesh between the fields. These buffers between the
fields are there to increase agro biodiversity, but also to create
boundaries between the fields so animals can be released on the
field when necessary to take over some of the fieldwork of the
farmer and to fertilize it. The buffers can be added with ditches to
maintain a degree of control of the water situation on the fields
and to relieve pressure in peak weather events. To help with that
and to maintain the semi-closed character of the landscape, trees
and other perennials are added as well.
Strip agriculture is performed as is mixed cultivation to be able to
maintain the production value of these lands as it is the primary
income of the farmers.
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GRAZING RIBBONS
The grazing ribbons are designed as silvopastural ribbons
through the landscape, functioning as a productive, green
buffers between the arable field complexes. The ribbons cross
over geomorphologically different landscapes so these can
become distinguishable by plot size, trees and tree lines and
water. Ditches can play an important part to a farmer as a
source of drinking water to animals.
These ribbons should not only be buffer but can be productive
as well. With the integration of fruit- or nut trees in a
permaculture use of these ribbons, it can provide the farmer
with other harvestable products as well as an addition to the
diet of the animals.
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REGIONAL DESIGN
The stream valleys are the best place to start creating a network
of buffers. Stream valleys are originally only extensively used in
agriculture because the valleys are naturally wet. Grazing and
making hay of the grasses that grow in the valley were the original
uses, together with forestry. The stream valleys run roughly most
south-west to north-east. These are uninterrupted ribbons of
extensively used fields and forests. The Zandleij, the most north
running stream, De Brand is already a developed natural area,
mostly forested with characteristic rabatten. The Broekleij is the
most eastern flowing stream of the project area, and it too has
kept the extensive agricultural use of when it was reclaimed. For
valleys of the Ruysbossche loop, Raamse loop and Roomleij, the
original extensive agricultural use is lost in the land reclamations.
Today, these streams are barely visible in the landscape as the
fields surrounding these streams are way higher and the streams
are narrowed. So to be able to use these streams and its valleys
as buffers in the landscape, restorations of those valleys is
necessary.
The landuse of the streamvalleys could be grazing and
haylands, forestry or a combination, similar to the use when the
streamvalleys were reclaimed. These landuses are extensive so
habitats can develop which increases the (agro) biodiversity. The
grazing and haylands could be extensively managed and consist
of a mixed cultivation of grasses and herbs to increase biodiversity
and to be able to thrive in the wet conditions.
Because the stream valleys originally have a semi-closed
character with small forests, tree lines or solitary trees, these
should also be part of this landscape. For example, tree lines
of willows or poplars have a cultural historical meaning in this
landscape as well, so these landscape elements serve two
purposes; increase biodiversity and increase historical coherence.
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Trees and small forests can be part of the grazing lands called
silvopastures. These elements together can provide an extensive
agricultural landscape which is visible in the landscape as stream
valleys and used as such. The expression of the landscape in
appearance, landscape elements and landuse connects with
the origination of the landscape. The landscape is not footloose
anymore!
The stream valleys are only part of the network of buffers, as the
stream valleys are somewhat parallel to each other. Other buffers
are needed to create a network, solely developing the stream
valleys leaves gaps in the network. The Leemputten can function
as a stepping stone in the network as it is already a developed
natural area today. In the Leemputten we find no agriculture but
rabatten, or a somewhat similar layout can be found.
These buffers can be created by a similar landuse and lay out as
the stream valleys, but without a stream. A continuous ribbon of
grazing pastures, hay fields and forests can function as a corridor
between the stream valleys, creating the network. However, to
be able to differentiate the stream valleys from the plains and
the ridges, other key, noticeable species of plants and trees and
anther spatial layout is needed. The plains and the ridges are
characterized by a semi-closed character compared to the stream
valleys. Sight lines through the buffer into the landscape therefore
are needed to be able to experience this.
Lanes of trees play an important role in being able to differentiate
the different geomorphology in the region.
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DETAILED DESIGN
The site for this detailed design is chose because a smaller and a
larger stream valley are very close to eachother, but a ridge runs
in between the two. The Raamse loop on the left, is a mere ditch
in the landscape, whereas the Ruysbossche loop on the right
still has elements of a stream valley, but is hardly distinguishable
as a stream valley today (figure LX). Over the ridge and along
and through the valley, roads are marked with treelines, but the
treelines are the only buffers between road and fields. Between
fields, edges are fenced or by a small ditch.
As the stream valleys run south to north, the pastural ribbon runs
east to west, as is shown in the light green in the design. Field
size is decreased to adapt to AMP grazing and the edges are
marked with wooded lanes. Small forests, groups of trees and
treelines are added to increase habitat and to remain the semiclosed character of the landscape.
The stream valleys are revived by adapting to the original
parcellation, perpendicular long plots to the stream. These are
marked by treelines or bordered by treelines to remain the closed
character of the stream valley. On the widest stretch of the stream
valley, rabatten can be implemented as well.
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Figure LX. The satelite image of the situation of today in the detailed design.
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8.

CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION
The objective of this research was to enhance the coherence of
the landscape by applying regenerative agriculture principles in
a regional design. To be able to identify what factors contributed
to agriculture and landscape developing apart and what that
has done to coherence in the landscape was the research part
of this thesis. Secondly, an alternative concepts to the industrial
agriculture were introduced and discussed to identify key
principles. Combining the knowledge on landscape coherence
and these key principles have let to guidelines which have been
used in the regional design. Finally, the regional design was
shown and discussed. On each of these three parts, a small
conclusion will follow and the main research question will be
answered after that.
DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND LANDSCAPE
The main findings of the landscape analysis are losses on all four
coherences compared to coherence in the reference period of
1900. Over the three landscape types, the loss of diversity and
the loss of the semi-closed character of the landscape became
more apparent. Differences between the geomorphologically
different landscapes have disappeared under influence of scale
enlargement, chemical use and specialization of agriculture. Most
apparent was the disappearance of several stream valleys in the
landscape and the fading differences between the ridges and
plateaus and the plains connecting the stream valleys and ridges.
The landscape opened up, landscape elements and micro relief
disappeared in favor of industrial production optimalization. This
meant that trees, small woods and forests were not productive
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in agricultural sense and therefore demolished which in turn
opened the landscape and therefore the landscape know lacks
its original semi-closed character. Horizontal and seasonal
coherence therefore decreased. The once dillegently designed
structure of the landscape, is in need of an update to accomodate
a sustainable land-use.
REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE AND BIODYNAMICS
Regenerative agriculture and biodynamics are introduced as
sustainable alternative concepts to the conventional industrial
agriculture. This is operationalized to apply in landscape design by
three principles. (1) System thinking, which is the idea of looking
at agriculture as an ecosystem. When agriculture is considered an
ecosystem instead of a production system, opportunities for other
ways of fertilization, pest control and cropping appear so the
dependance of external input is minimized. (2) Agro biodiversity
is key in that ecosystem. Pastures and arable fields are part of
the ecosystem and therefore are habitat. By smartly using other
flora and fauna than the harvest crop, resilience increases. (3)
Integration of animals, as animals are key in all ecosystems. In an
agricultural system, animals are mostly held for products or meat,
but in the life of an animal, it can also contribute to fieldwork,
fertilization and landscape maintenance.
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
By applying the principles and corresponding guidelines in a
regional landscape, a solution to the disconnected stream valleys,
the opened up monocultures and decreased biodiversity, are
ribbons of a pastural landscape to connect the stream valleys.
Differentiation and visibility between the landscape types is
key in increasing the coherence as are key species which tell
the observer something about the condition of the landscape.

This structure around agriculture practices therefore is just as
important as cultivation methods on the field complexes.
These ribbons and the stream valleys do not necessarily mean
that it is unproductive landscape to the farmer. Animals can
maintain these ribbons, and in return there are products to be
made, as is the integration of perennials in these ribbons as an
alternative to the crops on the fields.
What is left is to give an answer to the main research question
of this thesis: what landscape design interventions are needed
to reconnect agriculture to the landscape in the Dutch sandy soil
landscape?
My answer consists of two major interventions. (1) First is to
restore the diversity in the landscape as it was before scale
enlargement etc. Different conditions ask for different cultivation
methods so the agriculture reflects what the landscape is capable
of to sustain. Was has been seen today is that large monocultures
and intensive animal sectors are unsustainable in the landscape
and therefore it fails. (2) Secondly is to give more room to
extensive buffers between fields, to increase the resilience of the
agricultural system. These buffers can be productive too, but with
another intensity to today’s cultivation methods
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DISCUSSION
In the following chapter, I will reflect on the potential weaknesses
and limitations of the research approach and outcomes.
Furthermore, I will discuss its significance and value within a wider
scientific and societal context.
LANDSCAPE COHERENCE THEORY
Coherence in landscape has been made clear with references to
Kaplan and Kaplan and Stobbelaar&Hendriks. This is narrow base
for a theory I found out. Regenerative agriculture is discussed
with multiple sources throughout the last 40 years, therefore the
validity is higher than that of landscape coherence theory in this
thesis. Landscape coherence is a valuable concept in improving
landscape, but is also just a part of a more commonly used
theory; landscape quality.
REFERENCE LANDSCAPE & COHERENCE
The landscape used to determine whether the landscape got
stronger, weaker or average coherence is the landscape from the
1900, before artificial fertilizer and other technical innovations
came along. However, sources of how that landscape worked
and looked like are limited to historical maps and research on the
history in the landscape. This is one-sided as mapmaking in those
days has a larger margin of error than maps of today. Historical
descriptions are used as well.
DESIGN
In the proposed design interventions, the focus is on the
agricultural landscape and the functionality of that landscape
alone. This has side-effects as well as one can argue that a less
intensively used countryside is more resilient to climate change
and that recreation value can increase with these interventions.
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However, this was not an objective but is very relevant in the
landscape today. As are themes that are left, such as housing
needs and other economic activities in the landscape, this design
is very focused on agriculture.
THE FARMER
The results of both the principles and the regional design can
be considered negatively when perceived through conventional
agriculture practice. Cultivated soil will be used for barriers and
buffers, essentially shrinking the cultivatable soil for the farmer.
This is a consequence because the system is asking too much
from the landscape and society gives too little in return. A lot
is written and said about food pricing and this is important to
be able to make farming profitable. A profitable farm now is
only possible when following the conventional system; because
prices are low, quantities have to be high. The social services a
farmer provides to its surroundings e.g. maintaining a beautiful
landscape, should be monetized one way or another for farmers
to be able to do that. Personally, I think about longterm contracts
with famers and landowners to be paid for ecosystem- and social
services by a government who can let the user pay.
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